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Abstract

Fluorophore blinking dynamics are highly sensitive to the local envi-
ronment and can be used as an additional readout parameter to in-
crease the information gained from existing fluorescence techniques.
The origin of these blinking patterns are photophysical transitions to
and from a manifold of non-luminescent states. The long lifetime of
these dark transient states, typically 103 to 106 times longer than the
fluorescent state, gives them correspondingly more time to sense their
environment. For this reason, fluorophore blinking dynamics are par-
ticularly sensitive to low frequency events, such as diffusion-mediated
interactions between the fluorophore and dilute species.

Transient State (TRAST) monitoring has been developed to quan-
tify fluorophore blinking dynamics in a simple and widely applicable
manner. TRAST does not need to resolve individual blinking events,
but instead monitors the average fluorescence intensity in response to
a modulated excitation. By systematically varying the modulation
parameters, the transient state kinetics of the sample are mapped
out. Without the need for time-resolved detection, a regular camera
can be used to image blinking dynamics with high spatial resolution.

This thesis presents TRAST characterizations of common autofluo-
rescent compounds and demonstrates their ability to sense relevant
biological parameters such as oxygen concentration and redox poten-
tial. In Papers I and II, the autofluorescent co-enzymes flavin and
NAD(P)H were studied, and label-free imaging of local redox vari-
ations within cells was demonstrated. Perturbing the cells, through
dilute additions of mitochondrial uncouplers, revealed a strong and
localized response in the TRAST images. In Paper III we stud-
ied tryptophan autofluorescence and used it to detect conformational
changes in an unlabeled spider silk protein.

Labeling with external fluorophores can add further specificity to the
TRAST measurements. In Paper IV, TRAST was used to monitor
diffusion-mediated interactions between lipids and receptors in a cell
membrane, including the influence of receptor activation. In Paper
V we tracked folding of RNA into G-quadruplexes in live cells, mon-
itored via the isomerization properties of an attached cyanine dye.
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Sammanfattning

Fluoroforers blinkningsdynamik är mycket omgivningskänslig och kan
därmed tillföra ny och komplementär information i många fluore-
scensbaserade studier. Ursprunget till dessa blinkningar är fotofysi-
kaliska övergångar till och från olika icke-luminiscenta tillstånd hos
fluoroforerna. Då livstiden ofta är 103 till 106 gånger längre än hos det
fluorescenta tillståndet, ökar också möjligheten att känna av omgiv-
ningen. Även relativt lågfrekventa händelser, till exempel diffusions-
begränsade interaktioner mellan biomolekyler i låga koncentrationer,
kan därmed ge stort utslag i dynamiken hos dessa blinkningar.

Transient State (TRAST) monitorering har utvecklats för att på ett
enkelt och tillgängligt sätt studera just blinkningsdynamiken hos flu-
oroforers mörka tillstånd. TRAST detekterar inte enkilda blinkning-
ar, utan mäter istället medelintensiteten i provets fluorescens och hur
den varierar med excitationsförhållandena. Genom att systematiskt
modulera excitationen kan provets blinkningsegenskaper kvantifieras.
Då inget krav finns på tidsupplösning kan en vanlig kamera användas
för att direkt avbilda spatiella variationer i blinkningsdynamik.

Den här avhandlingen beskriver hur TRAST har använts för att
karakterisera några vanliga autofluorescenta ämnen och demonstre-
rar möjligheten att använda deras transienta tillstånd för att avläsa
viktiga biologiska parametrar, såsom syrgaskoncentration och redox-
potential. I arbete I och II användes TRAST för att studera de
autofluorescenta koenzymerna NAD(P)H och flavin. Lokala redox-
förhållanden kunde därmed avbildas utan inmärkning med externa
fluoroforer. När cellerna stördes genom frikoppling av mitokondrier
kunde en tydlig och lokal ändring i TRAST-bilderna detekteras. I
arbete III studerades istället autofluorecent tryptofan, varvid även
konformationsändringar hos ett spindeltrådsprotein kunde följas.

Specificiteten i TRAST-mätningarna kan höjas ytterligare genom in-
märkning med externa fluoroforer. I arbete IV studerades interak-
tionerna mellan inmärkta lipider och receptorer, fritt rörliga i levande
cellmembran. När receptorerna aktiverades kunde en minskad inter-
aktion observeras. I arbete V användes TRAST för att kvantifiera
hur inmärkt RNAkan veckas till G-quadruplex i levande celler.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development of fluorescence microscopy has resulted in a dra-
matic leap forward for the imaging of biological samples [1]. With
cells being mostly transparent to visible light, regular transmission
imaging [2] generally cannot offer much contrast in terms of distin-
guishing one biomolecule from another. By labeling specific targets
in a cell with light emitting fluorescent dyes, it is possible to achieve
both great contrast and specificity in imaging studies. Such labeling
was demonstrated by Coons and Kaplan in the 1940s, when anti-
bodies could be attached to florescent dyes and used to stain cells
[3]. Another important step was taken in 1994, when Chalfie et al.
managed to take a native green fluorescent protein from a jellyfish
and express it in other organism through genetic modification [4].
Since the emitted fluorescence light can be spectrally separated from
the excitation light, fluorescence imaging can offer exceptional signal-
to-noise, to the point where single fluorescent molecules can now be
detected [5, 6].

However, fluorophores are much more than fixed light emitters.
Transitions between a rich set of photo-induced states can change
a fluorophores emission properties and thus cause them to blink.
These transitions between bright and dark states are traditionally
regarded as undesirable since they reduce the overall emission rate
of the fluorophore and lower the signal-to-noise ratio. More recently,
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

fluorophore dark states have been successfully utilized in many super-
resolution fluorescence imaging techniques [7–10], where selective on/off
switching of fluorophore subsets allow resolution well beyond the
diffraction limit.

Instead of using fluorophore dark states simply to turn emitters
off, allowing us to temporarily disregard them entirely, it is also
of great interest to study the origins and dynamics of these blink-
ing patterns themselves. The lifetime of fluorophore dark transient
states is typically 103 to 106 times longer than that of the emitting
state. For this reason, fluorophore dark states have a correspondingly
longer time to sense their local environment before decaying, making
them particularly sensitive as probes [11]. Given the wide range of
molecular transitions underlying these dark transient states (includ-
ing triplet, oxidized, protonated, and isomerized states), they form
highly sensitive and biologically relevant readouts for parameters such
as oxygen concentration, redox potential, pH, viscosity and more. In
this regard, fluorophore blinking dynamics have so far been an un-
derutilized resource, which can deliver additional and complimentary
information in fluorescence experiments.

There are several options when it comes to studying fluorophore
blinking. Transient absorption spectroscopy uses an intense laser
flash to rapidly induce transient states, and then measures their ab-
sorption with a secondary probe beam [12, 13]. The technique can
resolve rapid transients (< 100 ps) and sometimes also differentiate
multiple dark states through their absorption spectra. However, these
experiments are mainly restricted to cuvette measurements, due to
their low signal-to-noise ratio and need for concentrated samples. An-
other possibility is to measure the faint luminescence that can still
arise from some transient states. Phosphorescence light from so-called
triplet states can provide direct access to their dynamics and can be
used for environment sensing in proteins and other biomolecules [14,
15]. Phosphorescence is however strongly quenched by atmospheric
oxygen, which together with a lack of biocompatible probes limits its
applicability for cellular studies [16].

A different approach is to study dark transient states through the
temporary reduction they cause in fluorescence emission. In this way,
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the high signal-to-noise ratio of fluorescence detection can be com-
bined with the high environmental sensing capabilities of transient
states. Such detection can be implemented in the form of fluores-
cence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [17, 18], in which individual
fluorophore blinking events are recorded using high time resolution.
By correlating the resulting fluorescence fluctuations, the transient
state dynamics are analyzed. FCS has been successfully applied to
cellular studies [19–21], but suffers some limitations due to the need
for single molecule detection conditions. Typically one relies on dilute
samples (∼ 1 nM) of bright fluorophores, measured using confocal [22]
point detection.

This thesis focuses on the further development of so-called Tran-
sient State (TRAST) monitoring [23, 24]. Like FCS, TRAST also
quantifies dark transient states through the reduction they cause
in fluorescence intensity, but without resolving individual blinking
events. Instead, TRAST relies solely on the detection of time-averaged
fluorescence intensity, resulting from modulated excitation. By sys-
tematically changing the temporal excitation pattern, fluorophore
photo-induced transient states become populated to varying degrees,
allowing their dynamics to be mapped out.

With single molecule detection not being a prerequisite for TRAST,
it can accommodate a wider range of experimental conditions and
implementations. Since there is no need for time-resolved detection,
TRAST can also be used with a regular camera, allowing transient
state populations to be imaged with high spatial resolution in live cells
[25]. In Papers I, II and III, we demonstrate label-free TRAST
measurements, including applications in which native autofluores-
cence from cells and proteins can be utilized. These autofluorescent
molecules are not nearly as bright or photostable as commercial fluo-
rophores, but can offer sensitive and specific readouts if their blinking
dynamics can be accessed. Cellular autofluorescence originates pri-
marily from flavins (Paper I) and NAD(P)H (Paper II), co-enzymes
mediating core metabolic redox reactions in the cell. TRAST moni-
toring of their photo-induced redox blinking dynamics could therefore
provide direct insight into the current metabolic state of the cell.

TRAST-based sensing applications in live cells were also realized
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through specific fluorophore labeling. In Paper IV we monitored
diffusion-mediated lipid-lipid and lipid-protein interactions in cell
membranes. By utilizing the superior sensitivity of long-lived tran-
sient states, we could monitor low frequency encounters (∼ 40 ms−1)
between fluorophore-labeled lipids and membrane receptors (GPCRs)
tagged with dark state quenchers. Through this approach, activation
of the receptor by its natural ligand could be detected via a reduc-
tion in this interaction rate. In Paper V we tagged synthetic RNA
sequences with a cyanine-based fluorophore whose blinking character-
istics are sensitive the local viscosity [26]. We could then use TRAST
to monitor variations in the local viscosity and in sterical constraints,
experienced by the fluorophores as the RNA folded into G-quadruplex
structures inside live cells.



Chapter 2

Fluorescence

Luminescence is a general term for the emission of "cold light" as
molecules with excited electrons return back to their ground state.
A common example is the bioluminescence from a firefly, caused by
chemical reactions leaving certain molecules with excess energy. An-
other way a molecule might become excited is through absorption of
light, in which case the following re-emission of a photon is termed
photoluminescence. Depending on the type of molecular electronic
state which is emitting, photoluminescence is further subdivided into
fluorescence and phosphorescence, as will be explained later in this
chapter. The work in this thesis is based exclusively on fluorescence
emission and this chapter will serve as a general introduction to this
phenomenon. A more thorough description of fluorescence and its
many applications for spectroscopy can be found in the excellent text-
book by J. R. Lakowicz [27].

5



6 CHAPTER 2. FLUORESCENCE

2.1 Molecular energy levels

Singlet electronic states

A stable, non-reactive, molecule will typically have an even number
of electrons, arranged pairwise to fill the molecular orbitals of lowest
energy. By the Pauli exclusion principle, two electrons sharing the
same orbital are forced into opposite spins, creating a spin-zero elec-
tron pair. This even spin-pairing results in a diamagnetic molecule
with a total net spin of zero (s = 0), also known as a singlet state
molecule. Throughout this thesis, a singlet ground state will be re-
ferred to as S0. Absorption of a photon can cause an electron to
transition from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to
the currently lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), creating
an excited singlet state, S1, see Figure 2.1. For such absorption to
occur, the transition energy between states must match the photon
energy, given by

E = hc

λ

Here λ is the photon wavelength, c is the speed of light in vacuum
and h is Planck’s constant.

Structure of a fluorescent molecule

For a simple organic molecule to absorb in the visible part of the
spectrum, it typically needs to contain a conjugated system of car-
bons. Figure 2.2B shows an example of such an organic fluorophore,
having multiple conjugated carbon rings. The illustration with al-
ternating single and double bonds represents a system of overlapping
atomic p-orbitals, together forming a delocalized molecular π-orbital
where an electron is associated with all carbon atoms throughout the
system. Such delocalization lowers the energy gap between HOMO
and LUMO, with larger conjugated systems generally having more
red-shifted absorption.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of electron configurations into molecular orbitals.
Arrows represent electrons with spin +1/2 and -1/2 respectively. Elec-
trons occupying the same orbital must have opposing spins. States of total
spin zero, S0, S1, S2, ..., are known a singlet states while the triplet states,
T1, T2, ..., have a total spin of 1.

Triplet electronic states

Excitation to S1 breaks up an electron pair, leaving one in HOMO
and one in LUMO. As a result, the Pauli exclusion principle no longer
forbids these two electrons from having the same spin. If the excited
electron was to somehow reverse its spin, we end up with a molecule
of total spin s = 1 and a state multiplicity of 2s+ 1 = 3, also known
as a spin triplet. The two lowest triplet states, here referred to as
T1 and T2, are illustrated in Figure 2.1. Having a non-zero net spin,
the triplet state will now exhibit paramagnetic properties and be
detectable using electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. Due to
a somewhat larger separation between the two electrons (owing to an
anti-symmetric spatial wave function), the triplet state will always
be of slightly lower energy than the corresponding singlet state.

We will give a proper introduction to triplet states in Chapter 6,
but for now we will mention one important property. The probability
for a spin reversal, also known as an intersystem crossing, is generally
quite low, meaning that under normal circumstances the S1 state is
much more likely to return back to S0 than it is to transitions into
T1. Should a triplet state be formed however, the Pauli exclusion
principle again prevents it from returning to S0 without undergoing
a second spin reversal. Molecules can thus become trapped in T1,
making us refer to the triplet state as a long-lived transient state.
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Vibrational states

While the main energy states of interest for fluorescence are the elec-
tronic configurations of the molecule, its vibrational modes also mat-
ter. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2A, where the molecule’s total en-
ergy in the S0 and S1 states are plotted against the abstract nuclear
coordinate axis, representing the spatial organization of all atoms in
the molecule as well as the surrounding solvent. The energy mini-
mum of each electronic state represents the preferred molecular con-
formation, while deviations correspond to stretching or bending of
the molecule in some way. The thin gray lines represent vibrational
modes within the S0 and S1 states. Since absorption or emission of a
photon are essentially instantaneous processes when compared to the
timescale of atomic motions, it follows that electronic state transitions
are favored if they require minimal changes in nuclear coordinate.
The preferred S0 → S1 transitions in Figure 2.2A are thus vertical
ones. In a quantum mechanical interpretation this corresponds to
favoring transitions where there is a large overlap between the wave
functions of the vibrational modes, also known as the Franck-Condon
principle. As a result, excitation typically occurs to some higher vi-
brational state of S1 (e.g. v′2), quickly followed by thermal relaxation
to the S1 energy minimum (v′0). Likewise, the S1 → S0 relaxation
occurs preferentially to some higher vibrational state of S0.

2.2 Fluorescence emission

As the excited S1 state returns to S0, there is the possibility for the
excess energy to be released in the form of a photon, a process known
as fluorescence emission. The corresponding T1 → S0 transition can
also produce a photon, but due to the long delay between excitation
and emission, this process has obtained its own name, phosphores-
cence. In this thesis we always record the fluorescence signal, and in
this context the much dimmer phosphorescence can be ignored to the
point where we consider T1 to be a non-emissive state.
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Figure 2.2: (A) Illustration of the two lowest singlet states (S0, S1) and
the Franck-Condon principle. The nuclear coordinate is an abstract repre-
sentation of the combined spatial configuration of all atoms in the molecule.
(B) Molecular structure of Rhodamine 110. (C) Excitation and emission
spectra for Rhodamine 110 The shaded regions indicate a typical choice of
wavelength bands for excitation and emission filters.

Excitation and emission spectra

As illustrated in Figure 2.2A, the fluorescence photon will typically
be of lower energy than the excitation photon, as a consequence of
the Franck-Condon principle and rapid vibrational relaxation. This
general red-shift of fluorescence emission is known as a Stokes shift
and is an important reason for the impressive signal-to-noise ratios
obtained in many fluorescence experiments. The Stokes shift al-
lows the excitation light to be spectrally separated from the much
weaker fluorescence emission, as indicated by the shaded regions in
Figure 2.2C which represent a typical choice of excitation and emis-
sion filter bands.

Given the discrete vibrational levels illustrated in Figure 2.2A, one
could assume that the excitation and emission spectra would display
a similar line structure. In practice, an organic fluorophore consists
of so many atoms that its number of vibrational modes becomes very
large, resulting in continuous excitation and emission spectra.
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Another common property of excitation/emission spectra is that
they tend to be approximate mirror images of each other. The reason
is that the atomic vibrational levels of a molecule are typically not
perturbed much by exciting one of its electrons. The transition prob-
ability, or wave function overlap, for the v0 → v′2 transition (blue ar-
row in Figure 2.2A), should therefore be the same as for the mirrored
transition v′0 → v2 (green arrow). This remains true as long as only
transitions between S0 and S1 are considered. The emission spec-
trum is usually also independent of the excitation wavelength, since
rapid internal conversion (∼ 1ps) ensures that fluorescence emission
only takes place from the lowest excited state, S1. This is known as
Kasha’s rule [28].

Jablonski diagrams and transition rates

Electronic state transitions are often illustrated in simplified energy
diagrams, so called Jablonski diagrams, see Figure 2.3A. Excitation
from S0 to S1 takes place at a rate k01, whose magnitude depends
on the intensity of excitation light and the absorption cross section
of the fluorophore. In typical fluorescence experiments, k01 will be
somewhere near ∼ 1 − 10 µs−1. Once excited, the fluorophore can
return to S0 either through fluorescence emission (kf ) or through
competing, non-radiative, de-excitation mechanisms (knr) in which
case the energy is dissipated without photon emission. The rate of
intersystem crossing to T1 is termed kisc while the triplet state returns
to S0 at a total rate kT .

Due to the quantum nature of these transitions, it is not possible
to know when the S1 state will decay, or through which mechanism
it will do so. One can however determine the fraction of excitation
events that will lead to fluorescence emission, which for the particular
electronic state model of Figure 2.3A is

Φf = kf
kf + knr + kisc

, (2.1)

also known as the fluorescence quantum yield. Here we have included
kisc into the equation, but many times it is small enough to be dis-
regarded in the context of Φf .
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Figure 2.3: (A) Jablonski electronic state diagram including the ground
(S0) and first excited (S1) singlet states as well as the first triplet state
(T1). (B) TCSPC fluorescence lifetime decay of Rhodamine 110 (measured
in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) together with the instrument response
function (IRF). Lifetime fitted to 4.1 ns

Fluorescence lifetime

The characteristic time a fluorophore spends in S1 is known as the
fluorescence lifetime, τf , and is given by

τf = 1
kf + knr + kisc

(2.2)

Typical fluorophore lifetimes are in the range of ∼ 1− 10 ns. Given
some initial number of excited molecules, S1(t = 0), this population
can be expected to decay according to

S1(t) = S1(0)e−t/τf

A common method for measuring the fluorescence lifetime is through
time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) in which the time
delay between a sharp excitation laser pulse and the arrival of a flu-
orescence photon is measured repeatedly [29]. Figure 2.3B shows a
histogram of 106 photon arrival times measured using TCSPC, with
the shape of the decay fitted using the exponential function above.
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2.3 Fluorophore blinking

In the previous sections we introduced several properties of fluores-
cence light which are useful as spectroscopic readouts. In addition
to fluorescence intensity, it is also common to utilize the wavelength,
lifetime and polarization of light to extract additional information
about the sample. Examples include using polarization anisotropy
to monitor molecular rotation [30], spectral shifts to extract solvent
properties such as pH or polarity [31, 32], or lifetime measurements
to reflect conformational changes or molecular binding [33].

A less utilized readout is that of monitoring fluorophore blinking
dynamics. Blinking in this case refers to a phenomenon where a stably
emitting molecule will suddenly become dark, typically for periods of
µs to ms, before eventually resuming regular fluorescence emission
again. These dark periods are a result of electronic state transitions
to long-lived transient states, states which temporarily prevent the
molecule from taking part in the regular S0 ⇀↽ S1 fluorescence emis-
sion cycle. A typical example of such a dark state is the T1 triplet
state, illustrated in Figure 2.3A. Most real fluorophores exhibit more
complex electronic state models, including multiple interconnected
dark states, each superimposing their own blinking patterns on the
fluorescence signal.

A common desire in most fluorescence experiments is to have a
strong, reliable emitter which can be observed for long periods of
time. In that sense, dark transient states are often perceived as
a nuisance, since they lower the average brightness of the emitter,
complicate analysis by causing random intensity fluctuations, and
constitute a major pathway for permanent photobleaching. As a con-
sequence, a lot of work had been put towards developing fluorescent
dyes [34], experimental procedures [35, 36] and analysis methods [37,
38] to suppress such blinking or at least account for their presence.
There are also examples where dark state transitions form an inte-
gral part of the experiment, notably in most super-resolution fluores-
cence imaging techniques. Here dark states are successfully utilized
to provide selective on/off switching of fluorophore subsets, thereby
allowing resolution well beyond the diffraction limit [7–10].
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Figure 2.4: Basic principle of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).
Molecules diffusing through a confocal detection volume (A) give rise to
fluorescence fluctuations, I(t), (B). By correlating the intensity trace, an
FCS curve is obtained (C). τD indicates the fitted diffusion time and τT the
triplet blinking time. The black dashed line represents the theoretical shape
of the FCS curve if no triplet state was present, with N being the average
number of molecules in the detection volume.

In this thesis we will focus on monitoring these blinking patterns
and analyzing how changes in dark state dynamics can reflect the
local environment surrounding the fluorophore. For a further discus-
sion of dark transient states and their properties, see Chapter 6.

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS)

In the next chapter we will introduce Transient State (TRAST) mon-
itoring as a flexible tool for extracting dynamic information about
fluorophore blinking. Before that, it is worth mentioning another
technique, FCS, which provides a similar quantification of blinking
dynamics [11, 39] and has been used as a reference technique in the
development of TRAST.

Using a regular confocal fluorescence microscope [22], it is straight-
forward to record the fluorescence intensity from a small (∼ 1fL =
1 µm3) detection volume in a sample of freely diffusion fluorophores.
If the sample is diluted to such a degree (∼ 1 nM) that only a single
or a handful of molecules occupy the detection volume at any one
time, we will then observe spontaneous fluctuations in the fluores-
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cence signal. As individual molecules diffuse in and out of the detec-
tion volume, the signal from the detector will rise and fall accordingly.
Figure 2.4B shows an example of such a fluorescence intensity trace,
I(t), recorded with high enough time resolution to resolve each indi-
vidual molecule passing. In addition to the fluorescence fluctuations
due to diffusion, a faster blinking pattern might be observed on a
µs timescale. This is the fluorophore transitioning in and out of the
triplet state, temporarily ceasing to emit.

A simple FCS analysis of I(t) involves the calculation of its auto-
correlation curve according to

G(τ) = 〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉
〈(t)〉2 ,

producing an FCS curve such as in Figure 2.4C. The faster expo-
nential decay, with relaxation time τT , describes the triplet kinetics,
while the slower decay represents diffusion in and out of the volume
with a characteristic diffusion time τD. The black dashed line rep-
resents the hypothetical correlation curve in the absence of triplet
blinking, and N is then the average number of molecules in the de-
tection volume [18, 40]. FCS has been applied also in live cells to
detect diffusing species and their blinking kinetics [19–21].



Chapter 3

Transient state monitoring

Transient State (TRAST) monitoring is a simple and flexible tech-
nique for quantifying fluorophore blinking dynamics. Instead of re-
solving individual blinking events, TRAST records only the average
fluorescence intensity from a bulk sample. By then systematically
varying the excitation irradiance, Iexc(t) (in W/cm2), the photo-
physical transition rate parameters of the electronic state model can
be mapped out, without the need for time-resolved detection. This
feature of TRAST makes it adaptable to a wide variety of existing
acquisition modes, including imaging with regular cameras. In this
chapter we will present the theoretical basis for TRAST monitoring,
while leaving the instrumentation for Chapter 4 and further details
of the data analysis for Chapter 5.

15
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3.1 Electronic state models

The first step in calculating a TRAST curve is to obtain a mathemat-
ical description of the relevant electronic state model. Starting from a
Jablonski diagram, for example the one in Figure 3.1 having two cas-
cading dark states (T and R), the time evolution of each electronic
state population is calculated simply by summing all contributing
fluxes

d

dt
S0 = −k01(t)S0 + k10S1 + kTT + kredR

d

dt
S1 = k01(t)S0 − (k10 + kisc)S1

d

dt
T = kiscS1 − (kT + kox)T

d

dt
R = kiscT − kredR

(3.1)

The excitation rate is determined as

k01(t) = σ · Φexc(t) (3.2)

where σ is the fluorophore’s excitation cross section (in cm2) at the
given laser wavelength and Φexc(t) is the local excitation photon flux
(in cm−2s−1). The model is usually restricted further by fixing the
fluorescence lifetime based on experimental observations. For the
model in Figure 3.1 we have τf = (k10 + kisc)−1. Assuming a linear
model, the equations in (3.1) are more conveniently written using
matrix notation as

d

dt
S̄(t) = M(t) · S̄(t) (3.3)

where the electronic state distribution is described by the vector

S̄(t) = [S0(t), S1(t), T (t), R(t)]T (3.4)

and all transition rates between these states are summarized in the
model matrix

M(t) =


−k01(t) k10 kT kred
k01(t) −(k10 + kisc) 0 0

0 kisc −(kT + kox) 0
0 0 kox −kred

 (3.5)
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Figure 3.1: Jablonski diagram representing an electronic state model with
two dark states. Excitation takes place from the ground singlet state (S0) to
the first excited singlet state (S1), which can then either relax back to S0 or
undergo intersystem crossing to the triplet state (T ). In a cascading fashion,
T can then either relax to S0 or enter an even more long lived radical state
(R).

For most models, a suitable initial condition is that all molecules
reside in the S0 ground state at the onset of excitation, such that

S̄(0) = [1, 0, 0, 0]T (3.6)

The state vector is generally normalized to one, such that it describes
the probability for any one fluorophore to be in each state of the
model, at time t.

Solving the model equation

The general solution to the problem in (3.3) - (3.6) is given by

S̄(t) = T {e
∫ t

0 M(t′)dt′}S̄(0) (3.7)

where T denotes time-ordering of the matrix exponential. This com-
plex expression is not readily evaluated, but can be approached nu-
merically by discretizing the problem into small enough time steps
such that M(t) can be approximated as constant within each step.

In most cases we will end up dealing with a time-independent
model matrix. Either through the assumption that our excitation
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pulses are perfectly rectangular (constant k01 when the laser is on),
or through the above discretization approach. For a constant M , the
problem simplifies dramatically and the solution is the well-known

S̄(t) = eMt · S̄(0) (3.8)

This expression is easily evaluated numerically using for instance the
scaling and squaring method described in [41, 42] and implemented
as a standard function in most common mathematical software such
as SciPy and Matlab. The state vector, S̄(t), can then be efficiently
simulated for any time, t.

Most papers included in this thesis rely on numerical computa-
tion of S̄(t) through equation (3.8). While not nearly as efficient as
a closed-form analytical expression, the numerical approach allows
more complex models to be treated. It also provides greater flexibil-
ity in model evaluation, as was demonstrated in Paper II where we
evaluated our proposed electronic state model for NADH by auto-
matically comparing it against a set of generated alternate models.
We then selected the set of electronic state transitions that best rep-
resented our experimental data, based on the Akaike and Bayesian
information criteria [43–45].

Analytical treatment of the model equation

It is also possible to evaluate (3.8) analytically, by calculating the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M . This is only practical for simple
models, but will dramatically speed up any subsequent fitting proce-
dures. Many earlier TRAST studies [25, 46–48], but also Paper V,
were based on such analytical solutions. Even if a numerical approach
is chosen, it is informative to look at some general properties of the
analytical solution to gain further insight into the behavior of S̄(t).

The first step is then to diagonalize the model matrix such that

M = PΛP−1

, where Λ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues ofM (Λii =
λi) and P is the matrix of corresponding eigenvectors. It is easily seen
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that
Mk = PΛkP−1

which allows us to use the Taylor series for the exponential function
to evaluate the matrix exponential as follows

eMt =
∞∑
k=0

(Mt)k

k! = P

( ∞∑
k=0

(Λt)k

k!

)
P−1 = PeΛtP−1

This seemingly similar expression on the right is much easier to eval-
uate due to the fact that Λ is diagonal. The exponential of a diagonal
matrix is obtained simply by exponentiating each individual element
along the main diagonal.

Knowing that eΛt is just a diagonal matrix with the elements
eλit, while P and P−1 are just constant matrices, we see that the
expression for S̄(t) in (3.8) can also be written on the form

S̄(t) =
N∑
i=1

Āie
λit (3.9)

Here N is the number of modeled states, λi are the eigenvalues of the
model matrix M , and Āi are constant vectors associating a certain
population amplitude to each electronic state and relaxation time.
For conservative models, such that the total number of fluorophores
remains fixed, one eigenvalue of M will be zero, corresponding to
a steady-state term in the time evolution of S̄(t). The remaining
eigenvalues will be negative, leading to N − 1 exponential relaxation
processes, with characteristic times τi = 1/λi. Figure 3.2A shows
such time evolution for the model in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Time evolution of the model in Figure 3.1. Constant excitation
starts at t = 0 and the initial condition has all fluorophores in S0. (A)
Populations of S1, T , and R as a function of time. The non-zero eigenvalues
of the model matrix (λ1, λ2, λ3) represent the major relaxation times for the
system. (B) Normalized fluorescence signal on the detector as a function
of time, F (t) (dashed), compared to the time-averaged signal as a function
of pulse duration, 〈F 〉(w). Rate parameters in the simulation: k01 = 30 µs−1,
k10 = 244 µs−1, kisc = 1 µs−1, kT = 0.45 µs−1, kox = 3.5 ms−1, kred = 1 ms−1.
Optical system in B: magn = 60, NA = 1.2, n = 1.33, ωxy = 200 nm, λ = 488 nm,
pinhole = 50 µm

3.2 Fluorescence readout of dark states

Having solved the model equation, we are now ready to describe the
instantaneous luminescence signal, F (t), detected from a homoge-
neous solution sample. For most fluorophores, the emitted lumines-
cence consists almost exclusively of fluorescence from S1, in which
case

F (t) = cqfqDk10

∫∫∫
S1(r̄, t) · CEF(r̄) dV (3.10)

Here, CEF(r̄) is the normalized collection efficiency function of the
microscope, c the fluorophore concentration, qf the fluorescence quan-
tum yield, and qD the overall detection quantum yield of the micro-
scope. The spatial dependence of S1(r̄, t) arises due to corresponding
variations in k01(r̄), representing the shape of the excitation laser fo-
cus. If the model contains more than one emitting state, the above
equation is easily adjusted by including more elements from the state
vector, S̄(r̄, t). Each contributing state is then weighted by their
respective quantum yields for emission (qf ) and detection (qD).
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An example of such a simulated fluorescence signal is shown in
Figure 3.2B, representing the model in Figure 3.1. Note how F (t)
initially rises, as a result of fluorescence anti-bunching, followed by
two exponential decays as first the triplet (T ) and radical (R) states
become populated. This occurs at timescales of 2 ns, 0.6 µs and
0.3 ms. In this way fluorescence, originating from the short lived S1
state, can be used as a readout to detect the dynamics also of long-
lived dark states, allowing the high contrast of fluorescence detection
to be combined with the high environmental sensitivity of more long-
lived states.

3.3 Time-averaged signal and TRAST curves

TRAST records only the integrated fluorescence signal, while instead
introducing the temporal resolution through modulated excitation.
The time averaged fluorescence signal resulting from a rectangular
excitation pulse of duration w is

〈Fexc〉(w) = 1
w

∫ w

t=0
F (t) dt (3.11)

By sweeping a range of pulse durations, w, and recording the response
in 〈Fexc〉(w), a so called TRAST curve is obtained. As shown in
Figure 3.2B, this TRAST curve (solid line)) contains essentially the
same information on transient state dynamics as the instantaneous
fluorescence signal, F (t) (dashed line). Note that TRAST curves are
generally normalized at a chosen pulse duration, w0, canceling out
the experimental constant c, qf , qD and k10 in equation (3.10).





Chapter 4

TRAST microscopes

The previous chapter presented the theoretical framework for how
excitation duration, w, affects the time-average fluorescence inten-
sity, 〈Fexc〉(w). Here we will introduce three experimental imple-
mentations of the TRAST technique, each with its own method for
producing excitation modulation. While there are some advantages
and technical limitations to each modality, the choice of modulation
method can often be made based on what other fluorescence read-
outs are to be paired with TRAST and on the capabilities of existing
optical setups.

4.1 Stationary modulated TRAST

Direct modulation the excitation laser is perhaps the most straight-
forward interpretation of the TRAST principle. This modality was
implemented for confocal solution measurements in Papers I, II, and
III, using either camera or point detectors. By defocusing the exci-
tation laser, also widefield TRAST imaging can be achieved, see Pa-
per IV and Figure 4.1A. The useful field of view (FOV) is limited pri-
marily by the total laser power available, in this case to ∼ 40x40 µm
for 100 mW to the sample. The advantage of using camera detection
also for solution measurements is the possibility to simultaneously

23
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Figure 4.1: Examples of TRAST microscopes. (A) Stationary modulated
TRAST. The excitation laser is modulated (here by an AOM) into pulse
trains with varying pulse duration, w. Repeated widefield imaging produces
a stack of images used to calculate a TRAST curve for each individual pixel.
(B) Scanned TRAST. By varying the scanner speed, v, corresponding to
an effective excitation duration, weff , both confocal TRAST images and
average solution measurements are possible.

acquire TRAST curves representing different excitation intensities.
This is done by binning together pixels in different concentric shells
around the Gaussian shaped laser focus, as was done in Paper IV.

The only modification to the theory of Chapter 3, is the need
for more than just a single pulse at each excitation duration, w. In
order to generate sufficient photon statics, we typically record the
integrated fluorescence signal resulting from an entire pulse train of
N identical excitation pulses, each of duration w and separated ac-
cording to a time period T . The experiment is defined in terms of
the total laser illumination time at each pulse duration, till, and the
pulse train duty cycle, η,

till = N · w
η = w/T
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Constant illumination time

In a typical TRAST experiment it is convenient to keep till and η con-
stant, while instead adjusting N and T based on each pulse duration.
A typical illumination time is in the range of till = 1 − 10 ms. The
exposure time needed for the detector to capture an entire pulse train
in one frame remains constant at texp = till/η. Similar to equation
(3.11), such an experimental TRAST curve is described by

〈Fexc〉(w) = 1
N · w

N∑
i=1

∫ w

t=0
Fi(t) dt (4.1)

Here Fi(t) is the instantaneous fluorescence signal during the ith ex-
citation pulse, as given by equation (3.10).

Low duty cycle

If a low enough η is used, the sample can typically be assumed to
recover (through electronic state relaxation or diffusion exchange of
molecules) the same initial state configuration between each pulse.
In that case, all Fi(t) become identical and we recover the simple
theoretical expression in (3.11). A standard duty cycle is η = 0.01,
which was also the value used for all papers included in this thesis.

Normalization

Since only relative changes in photon counts are relevant for TRAST
analysis, all TRAST curves are normalized to remove the influence
of sample concentration and quantum yield. The normalization con-
stant if often taken as the intensity at the shortest pulse duration,
〈Fexc〉(w0), but the choice is rather arbitrary as long as the electronic
state model is accurate in this time region. In the case of a measure-
ments series of comparable samples, the relative brightness between
curves can be preserved as it contain additional information. This
trick was used in the analysis of Figure 4b in Paper III.
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Modulation hardware

Traditionally, an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) has been intro-
duced in the excitation path to modulate a continuous laser, as was
the case for Papers I-IV. In short, an AOM operates as a tunable
diffraction grating by having a piezoelectric transducer sending acous-
tic compression waves through a crystal material. The resulting pe-
riodic waves of varying refractive index leads to Bragg diffraction, al-
lowing rapid modulation of light intensity by tuning the signal driving
the AOM. The rise time of such modulation depends on the passage
time for an acoustic wave across the laser beam. By focusing the
laser inside the AOM, rise times of 20-40 ns are readily achieved,
at the cost of slight beam distortion [49]. This rise time limits the
shortest pulse durations available in TRAST measurements, here to
w ∼ 100 ns. The AOM also has a limited extinction ratio, typically
103 − 104 : 1, meaning that some excitation light still leaks through
even in the "off" mode.

In Paper V we instead used diode lasers capable of direct digital
modulation, further simplifying the design of the TRAST microscope.
These lasers have a specified rise time of < 2.5 ns (from 10 % to 90 %
power) and a superior extinction ratio of > 107 : 1. We did however
observe a minor ringing behavior causing intensity fluctuations during
the first µs. These fluctuations were difficult to correct for and limited
this microscope to pulse durations > 1 µs.

4.2 Scanning TRAST

Another way to implement excitation modulation is by scanning the
beam across the sample at a controlled speed, thereby determining for
how long each fluorophore will be illuminated. Varying the scanner
speed has the same effect as varying the pulse duration in stationary
modulated TRAST, see Figure 4.1B. Scanning TRAST does not re-
quire any additional instrumentation beyond a regular confocal laser
scanning microscope, although some custom software to adjust the
scanner speed can simplify measurement procedures. The technique
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was first demonstrated on immobilized liposomes in [24] and later
used for live cell redox imaging in Paper II.

Effective pulse duration

A standard confocal microscope will produce a continuous, typically
Gaussian, variation to the excitation irradiance as the beam moves
past a stationary fluorophore. There is thus no unique way to assign
an effective pulse duration, weff , to each scan speed, v. In Paper II
we found through simulations that the optimal choice for a Gaussian
beam of 1/e2-radius ωxy, under our experimental conditions, was

weff =
√
πωxy/v

This result is discussed further in Section 5.2. Using this definition
we were able to apply the same theoretical treatment used for rect-
angular pulses also while scanning. Such an approximation means
that analyzing scanned TRAST for the most part remains as simple
as for stationary TRAST, without the need to introduce an explicit
time dependence in the electronic state model.

Scanning duty cycle

The duty cycle is controlled by adjusting the length of the scanned
path, L, such that the beam returns the same sample location every
L/v seconds.

ηscan = weff
L/v

=
√
πωxy

1
L

(4.2)

Note that ηscan is independent of the scan speed, meaning that a
constant duty cycle is automatically maintained as long as L is fixed.
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Figure 4.2: Circular scanning TRAST demonstrated on 100 µM NADH
in TRIS buffer solution (pH 7.4), excited using TPE at 735 nm (see SI of
Paper II). (A) Raw photon trace. A single decay was produced by lowering
the scan speed every 0.5 s, increasing the dark state fraction in the sample.
The process was repeated three times in succession, without any noticeable
bleaching of the sample. The red areas mark where the scan speed was reset
from slowest to fastest, making the speed unstable. These areas are not used
for TRAST analysis. (B) TRAST curve produced by calculating the average
fluorescence brightness seen from each scan speed in A.

Solution measurements

Solution measurements can be implemented by repeatedly scanning a
circular path, while varying the scanner speed. Since the whole sam-
ple is homogeneous, all data can be combined into a single TRAST
curve representing the same information as from a stationary mea-
surement. Note that the instantaneous fluorescence signal comes both
from fluorophores who just entered the detection area, and those who
are about to leave at the other side of the beam. This means that
we always observe a steady state signal as the beam moves, repre-
senting the complete time average of equation (3.11). Figure 4.2A
shows a raw data trace from a scanned TRAST measurement, with
the scanner speed changing every 0.5 s and the whole range of speeds
repeated three times. The corresponding finished TRAST curve is
shown in Figure 4.2B.
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An immediate advantage of using scanned TRAST is that mea-
surement time is now independent of duty cycle. Since we never
turn the laser off or stop collecting photons, the total measurement
time at each speed is always equal to the desired illumination time,
till. In comparison to a corresponding measurement using station-
ary TRAST, (with η = 1%), measurement times are reduced by two
orders of magnitude while still maintaining the same photon counts
and experimental conditions.

Image scanning

There is of course no need to specifically scan a circular pattern. As
long as the scanner is able to maintain a constant speed along the
path, any convoluted trajectory may be used and the average TRAST
curve calculated. A next step is to segment the data according to its
position along the path and produce a series of TRAST curves, now
including spatial information as well. In Paper II we performed con-
ventional line scanning to produce NADH autofluorescence images of
local variations in dark state dynamics. The acquisition times for such
a TRAST image can be rather long compared to the corresponding
widefield measurement, since the entire FOV must be scanned also
at the slowest speed, where typical pixel dwell-times are in the or-
der of ms. Instead, scanned TRAST offers the advantage of an even
illumination across the entire FOV, simplifying the TRAST analysis.

With our confocal laser scanning microscope, see Paper II, we
observed a scan speed dependent offset in the image. As the pixel
dwell time was changed from 1 µs to 1 ms, the entire image was shifted
along the line scan direction by 0.63 µm. This was suggested to occur
due to fixed timings for the line start markers. Such an offset becomes
problematic if ratio images are to be produced, causing strong edge
effects in high contrast regions. An image alignment step is therefore
recommended. This can be implemented either by including a scan-
speed dependent time offset as the raw intensity trace is mapped to
pixels of the image, or by later translating the finished images as
described in [24].
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4.3 Flow-based TRAST

A more recent method for controlling excitation timings in TRAST
is to use a microfluidic channel to move the sample past a stationary
excitation laser. In this way, all fluorophores at a certain position
along the flow direction, will have been experiencing laser excitation
for the same amount of time. By widefield imaging of the channel,
an entire TRAST curve can be captured in a single snapshot, with
the spatial dimension along the flow being interpreted as the time
axis, see Figure 4.3A. A benefit of this approach is that neither laser
intensity nor sample flow speed needs to be varied. Since each fluo-
rophore is only moved past the laser once, there are also no bleaching
or duty cycle consideration in this case.

For a solution measurement the system is in a steady state and
the camera exposure time can be set to any desired value, which
then becomes the total illumination time. Early examples of TRAST
curves from solution measurements in a flow channel are shown in
Figure 4.3C and D, with the shape of the Gaussian excitation profile
indicated as a gray dashed line in C. The TRAST curves are calcu-
lated by normalizing the recorded fluorescence signal at each point
along the flow, F (x), by the expected fluorescence profile if these was
no dark transient state build-up, F0(x) ∝ k01(x)/(k01(x) + k10). The
curves demonstrate how both increased excitation power and ascor-
bate concentration increases the photo-reduction of flavin mononu-
cleotide (FMN), see Paper I for details on flavin photophysics. The
variation in excitation intensity along the flow direction, k01(x), will
require new analysis tools in order to extract absolute rate parame-
ters.

While traditional imaging is not possible in this modality, indi-
vidual cells passing the detection volume can still be resolved. By
tuning the camera frame rate based on the flow speed, each cell will
appear as a separate blurred line in one (or two sequential) frames of
the video, see Figure 4.3B. At this stage, count rates of ∼ 60 cells per
second have so far been achieved and processed as individual TRAST
curves.
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Figure 4.3: TRAST implemented using a microfluidic system. (A) Con-
ceptual illustration showing cells moving along a flow channel under con-
stant widefield excitation. The spatial coordinate is interpreted as the time
axis for the TRAST curve. (B) Individual cell traces and corresponding
TRAST decay curves. Sample was C2C12 myoblast cells suspended in PBS.
(C) Effect of excitation laser power on TRAST measurements of flavin
mononucleotide (FMN, 500 nM) in PBS. The dashed line indicates the shape
of the laser intensity profile (arb. unit). (D) Effect of sodium ascorbate on
TRAST curves measured from FMN in PBS. All experiments used 488 nm
excitation and a sample flow rate of 100 µL/min.





Chapter 5

Fitting and data analysis

The description of TRAST in Chapter 3 was somewhat idealized,
useful for teaching the principles of transient state spectroscopy but
not always sufficient for fitting real data. In order to obtain an ac-
curate model function, there are some additional factors to consider
in the simulation, including diffusion and sample bleaching. There
are also a few useful approximations to speed up the analysis or large
datasets. The procedures outlined in this chapter can for the most
part be chosen and applied independently, to best suit the current
TRAST modality and sample properties.

5.1 Spatial distributions and diffusion

Equation (3.3) models electronic state transitions, but does not in-
clude the effects of diffusion. A more complete treatment can be
based on the diffusion-reaction equation

d

dt
S̄(r̄, t) = M(r̄, t) · S̄(r̄, t)−D∇2S̄(r̄, t) (5.1)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient which in this case is assumed iden-
tical for all species. Spatial variations in excitation rate, k01(r̄), break
the initial diffusion equilibrium and lead to net fluxes of long lived

33
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electronic states such as S0 and redox states. With the typical mean-
square distance traveled by a molecule of lifetime τ given by

〈x2〉 = 6Dτ ,

it follows that electronic states of shorter lifetime, such as S1 and
T , will decay before diffusing any significant distance. Figure 5.1A
shows simulated population distributions for Rhodamine 110 in wa-
ter using the diffusion-reaction model in equation (5.1). The triplet
state (T ) approximately follows the shape of the excitation profile
(k01), while the photo-oxidized state (R) extends well beyond this
region. As a result of photo-oxidized molecules diffusing out of the
detection volume, the true dark state population will be smaller than
expected based solely on the electronic state model in equation (3.3).
Figure 5.1B shows the non-normalized distributions of R and we see
that the diffusion-reaction model (dashed) gives only about half the
R population as compared to the model without diffusion (green).
The corresponding TRAST curves are shown in Figure 5.1C and are
strongly affected at timescales relevant for diffusion. Diffusion effects
on TRAST curves was also investigated in [46].

Effective diffusion recovery rate approximation

As shown in the previous section, diffusion can have a large impact
on TRAST curves, primarily at timescales > 100 µs, and need to
be considered if absolute values for the rate parameters are to be
obtained. Unfortunately, the TRAST curve in Figure 5.1C which was
based on the diffusion-reaction model took about 1 hour to simulate.
Its diffusion free counterpart was instead produced in milliseconds.
Although the code for solving the diffusion-reaction problem was far
from optimized in this case, there is still a scalability issue if diffusion
simulations are to be applied for iterative least-square optimization
of multiple rate parameters, especially in the context of pixel-by-pixel
fitting of large sets of TRAST images.

One solution is to approximate diffusion-mediated dark state re-
covery as if it was just another linear recovery rate in the electronic
state model, kdiff , see the Jablonski diagram in Figure 8.1C. Here
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Figure 5.1: The influence of diffusion on a confocal TRAST measurement.
Based on the electronic state model in Figure 3.1. (A) Normalized steady
state distribution of T and R in the focal plane, simulated using (5.1) and
CW illumination. (B) Steady state distribution of R in the focal plane.
Calculated using the full diffusion-reaction model (dashed), the model with-
out diffusion in (3.3) (green), and the approximate model using an effective
diffusion recovery rate of kdiff = 4 ms−1 (orange, see legend in C). (C)
TRAST curves for the three diffusion models described in B. The projected
pinhole diameter is marked by dashed gray lines in B. Simulation performed
for Rhodamine 110 using rate parameters: k01 = 30 µs−1, k10 = 244 µs−1,
kisc = 1 µs−1, kT = 0.45 µs−1, kox = 3.5 ms−1, kred = 1 ms−1, and diffu-
sion coefficient D = 4.7 · 10−6 cm2s−1. Optical system: magn = 60, NA = 1.2,
n = 1.33, ωxy = 500 nm, λ = 488 nm, pinhole = 50 µm.
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kdiff represents the exchange of photo-oxidized molecules (Ox) for
fresh fluorophores (S0), entering from outside the detection volume.
Figure 5.1B and C shows simulations of such an effective model (or-
ange lines) using kdiff = 4 ms−1. Within the detection volume (pro-
jected pinhole radius showed as dashed gray lines in Figure 5.1B), the
population of photo-oxidized molecules is approximated quite well
and the calculated TRAST response is even closer. Importantly, the
optimal value of kdiff appears to mainly be a function of the opti-
cal setup and fluorophore diffusion properties, while remaining unaf-
fected by moderate changes in photophysical rates. Since the effective
model does not need to calculate any exchange between neighboring
voxels, it is also just as fast to solve as the model without any dif-
fusion correction at all. The effective diffusion recovery has to be
somewhat adjusted in the case of scanned TRAST, as the moving
beam leaves behind a trail of molecules in Ox.

The above approach was used in Paper II to successfully model
NADH fluorescence, which due to its non-recovering NAD+ dark
state is sensitive to diffusion effects. For studies where this correction
was not explicitly applied, such as Papers I and III, the determined
recovery rates for dark states with lifetimes > 100 µs can be expected
to be overestimated by an amount corresponding to kdiff . As con-
cluded in [46] however, relative changes in redox rates can still be
relied upon for sensing environmental variations within the sample.
Additionally, if the diffusion rate of the studied fluorophore is known,
the expected value of kdiff can be simulated for a particular optical
setup and used to correct the fitted rates. For TRAST studies per-
formed using widefield illumination of solutions samples (paired with
a suitable software detection pinhole), the effect of diffusion is much
smaller than demonstrated for the confocal case in this section. Such
an approach to avoiding diffusion artifacts was utilized in Papers IV
and V.

Spatial averaging of the excitation rate

In the effective diffusion model of the previous section, each voxel
in the sample is simulated in isolation, without any interaction with
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its neighbors. As an alternative to simulating the fluorescence of the
entire 3D sample, and afterwards projecting to either a point detector
or camera, one might consider performing this averaging step already
at the beginning. The average observed excitation rate seen by a pixel
in the final image can be estimated as

〈k01〉 =
∫∫∫

F0(r̄) · CEF(r̄) · k01(r̄) dV∫∫∫
F0(r̄) · CEF(r̄) dV (5.2)

where CEF(r̄) is the collection efficiency function of the detection
system (including the confocal pinhole) and

F0(r̄) = k01(r̄)
k01(r̄) + k10

(5.3)

is the base fluorescence from the sample, before the build-up of any
dark states. The approximation made in this case is that F0(r̄) can
always be used to represent the relative brightness of each voxel in the
sample, while in reality this in only true before dark-state buildup.
As dark states generally are populated to a higher degree in regions of
high excitation intensity, the relative contribution from low intensity
regions of the sample tend to increase with longer excitation pulse
durations. In practice we have found this to make very little difference
as the overall contribution from distant regions of the sample are
anyway highly limited by the pinhole CEF and the low excitation
irradiance. Using the simplification of equation (5.2) means that
〈k01〉 is pre-computed once for each voxel or ROI in the sample, as
opposed to performing a similar averaging step within each iteration
of the iterative non-linear least squares fitting.

5.2 Arbitrary pulse patterns

When solving the basic TRAST model in Section 3.1, we always
assumed perfectly rectangular excitation pulses, repeated at low duty
cycles. This meant that the model matrix, M , was time-independent
and the model equation easy to solve. While it is perfectly possible to
treat the problem of arbitrary pulse shapes numerically, that is how
all the simulated curves in this chapter were generated, it quickly
becomes computationally costly to do so.
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Rectangular approximation for Gaussian pulses

Gaussian excitation pulses arise naturally in both scanning and flow-
based TRAST applications since the pulses are dictated by the beam
shape. A simple approximation would be to replace these pulses
with some rectangular equivalent, allowing us to utilize all previous
results and algorithms we have for fitting data in stationary, mod-
ulated TRAST. If the excitation beam has a 1/e2-waist (radius) of
ωxy and moves with speed v relative to the sample, the excitation
intensity will vary as

Iexc(t) = I0 · e−2(vt/ωxy)2

where I0 is the peak irradiance of the beam. In the SI of Paper II we
simulated TRAST curves using this Gaussian pulse shape, for two dif-
ferent fluorophores (Rhodamine 110 and NADH) and for varying val-
ues of their respective rate parameters. We then performed the cor-
responding TRAST simulations using rectangular pulses, and glob-
ally optimized the pulse width and height to obtain similar TRAST
curves. According to our simulations, the optimal rectangular TRAST
pulse to represent a moving Gaussian laser beam was given by

Iexc(t) =
{

0.71I0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.8ωxy/v
0 otherwise

It can be noted that the effective excitation intensity determined
through these simulations correspond to the intensity-weighted aver-
age amplitude of the Gaussian pulse

Ieff =
∫
I2
exc(t) dt∫
Iexc(t) dt

= 1√
2
I0 ≈ 0.71I0

At the same time, the effective pulse duration is such as to preserve
the total area of the pulse

weff = 1
Ieff

∫
Iexc(t) dt =

√
πωxy/v ≈ 1.8ωxy/v
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Figure 5.2: (A) Simulated relative errors in illumination time, ∆till/till,
for different absolute errors in pulse duration, ∆w. (B) Effect of varying
duty cycle. Measured using stationary confocal TRAST on 1 µM NADH in
TRIS buffer solution (see SI of Paper II).

High duty cycles

For stationary TRAST applications requiring short measurement times,
increasing the duty cycle can offer significant improvement. At the
same time, complete fluorophore recovery between each pulse in the
pulse train will no longer occur and each term in equation (4.1) will
be different. Figure 5.2B shows the fluorescence intensities measured
from a sample of NADH, as the duty cycle is swept from 1e − 4 to
almost 1. For low duty cycles we observe the expected reduction in
fluorescence intensity for longer w. This effect is independent of duty
cycle up until about η ∼ 0.01, at which point fluorophores can no
longer recover completely between each pulse and the overall bright-
ness goes down. For very high duty cycles there is essentially no
dependence on w and the TRAST readout is lost.

It is always a good idea to determine the threshold for when duty
cycle effects start to appear, for instance by performing the measure-
ment in Figure 5.2B. The papers included with this thesis all used
low duty cycles, but computation techniques to correct for moderate
duty cycles are discussed in [50] and then applied in [47, 48].
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Pulsed lasers

Replacing continuous wave (CW) lasers with rapidly pulsed ones,
such as the ∼ 80 MHz used in Papers II and III, is generally not
a problem for TRAST. If the pulse period, here Tp = 1/80 MHz =
12.5 ns, is much shorter than the shortest TRAST pulse to be used,
we can often apply the standard CW TRAST analysis using the time-
average excitation irradiance to calculate an average excitation rate.

For this to be true we require that the pulse period of the laser is
also much shorter than the lifetime of any state to be excited. This
is of course true for excitation from S0, but typically also valid for
studying for instance triplet-triplet absorption T1 → Tn. However,
it is not generally true for higher singlet excitations, S1 → Sn (τf ∼
1 ns), in which case there would be a dependence on the specific laser
pulse duration and repetition rate. A second requirement is that
we are working far from saturation conditions, such that there is no
significant depletion of the absorbing states resulting from a single
laser pulse.

Two-photon excitation

The same argument as for any pulsed laser applies also for pulsed two-
photon excitation. Given an excitation photon flux of Φexc(r̄, t, t′),
the average excitation rate will be

k01(r̄, t) = 1
2T σTPE

∫ T

0
(Φexc(r̄, t, t′))2 dt′

where σTPE is the two-photon excitation cross section. Note that
the integration variable t′ refers to micro-time in relation to the laser
sync signal and is used to describe the excitation dependence within
a single laser pulse period. Slower intensity variations due to the
TRAST modulation itself are instead described by t.
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5.3 Pulse calibration

The ability to accurately resolve transient state dynamics with TRAST
depends entirely on the generation of precise excitation modulation.
Even a small error in the excitation duration, say ∆w ∼ 10 ns, can
have a significant impact on the shape of the TRAST curve. In most
TRAST measurements we strive to maintain a constant illumination
time, till, and thus adjust the number of pulse repetitions according
to

N = till
w

If all pulses are offset by ∆w, the relative error in illumination time
becomes

∆till
till

= N ·∆w
till

= ∆w
w
∝ 1
w

such that shorter pulse widths are affected much more than long
ones. Unless the variations in till are corrected for, the time averag-
ing becomes thrown off at each point in the TRAST curve, severely
distorting its shape for short pulses. The origin of such an offset could
be the modulation rise time commonly seen in stationary TRAST,
or a constant speed offset in the case of a scanner. When using dig-
ital modulation of diode lasers, we have also observed a ∆w which
depend on the pulse duration.

Fortunately this issue is easily avoided by calibrating the pulse
durations. Running through the intended TRAST experiment, while
collecting only scattered laser light, should yield a perfectly flat TRAST
curve since the time averaged signal should be constant. Any small
distortion in the pulse durations show up as a deviation of the cal-
ibration line. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 5.2A for a few
different ∆w. From the calibration measurement, the values of ∆w
are easily extracted. There is no need to modify the acquisition pa-
rameters, as it is sufficient to insert the true pulse duration when
later analyzing the data.
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5.4 Pre-computed rate mappings

In most sensing applications there will only be one, or perhaps two,
varying rate parameters. The complete photophysical model, and
the remaining constant rates, are determined ahead of time using
reference measurements, as was done in all papers included with this
thesis. A convenient way to handle TRAST imaging is then to pre-
compute a set of TRAST curves where the particular rate parameter
of interest is varied.

In Paper IV we implemented this concept by relating the excita-
tion irradiance and the overall TRAST decay amplitude, to the one
rate of triplet relaxation, kT . A simple image of fluorescence inten-
sity ratios (TRAST amplitudes), determined using one short and one
long excitation duration, could then be converted in real time to an
image of local triplet quenching efficiency. By interpolating in a pre-
computed simulation, also more realistic models can be applied, such
as those including gradient-based diffusion.

5.5 Correcting for sample bleaching

Since TRAST relies upon sequential fluorescence intensity measure-
ments, it is sensitive to drift in fluorophore concentration over time.
Photobleaching tends to be the primary cause of concentration drift
in most applications, in particular for cellular or membrane measure-
ments where diffusion recovery is limited. Also widefield experiments,
where large areas are depleted simultaneously, can have similar issues.
Other sources of concentration drift can be solvent evaporation as well
as sedimentation, aggregation or sticking of the sample container.

All TRAST experiments should therefore include brightness ref-
erence measurements in some form. A common way of implementing
this is to repeat the acquisition with the shortest excitation duration,
w0, multiple times throughout the measurement. Any drift observed
in these reference points is then fitted to a simple exponential and
used to interpolate representative brightness values for all other pulse
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durations. In scanned TRAST, the entire set of pulse duration is typ-
ically repeated several times, see Figure 4.2A, providing an inherent
bleaching reference for each speed. For solution measurements, the
bleaching is typically observed to follow a mono-exponential decay.
Cells tend to display an additional bleaching component due to their
autofluorescence, decaying rapidly over the first 2 or 3 pulse dura-
tions. Another good practice to eliminate bias in TRAST curves due
to concentration drift, is to acquire the pulse duration in a random
or scrambled order.



Chapter 6

Transient state sensors

There is a wide range of fluorophore dark transient states, each sensi-
tive to their own subset of environmental factors. TRAST monitoring
can be used to quantify these blinking dynamics, turning fluorescent
probes into highly sensitive reporters of parameters such as local oxy-
gen concentration, redox potential, pH, and viscosity. This chapter
will introduce the most common transient states and discuss their
sensing capabilities.

For a state to quality for TRAST sensing we require that its lumi-
nescence emission is significantly different from that of S1 (typically a
dark state) and also that its population is affected by excitation. The
second requirement is different from FCS (see Section 2.3) which can
monitor also light-independent blinking such as ground state chemical
reactions.

44
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6.1 Diffusion controlled interactions

Most sensing applications in this thesis are based on diffusion medi-
ated collisional interactions between a fluorescent probe and a target
molecule, here generally referred to as a quencher. As the quencher in-
teracts with the fluorophore, it induces some state transition, chang-
ing the blinking dynamics seen by TRAST. Using a suitable pho-
tophysical model, changes in blinking kinetics can then be inter-
preted, depending on the specific experiment, as variations in either
local viscosity, quencher concentration or fluorophore susceptibility
to quenching.

The diffusion-limited interaction rate constant, kdiff (M−1s−1),
describes the frequency with which a fluorophore encounters a quencher
in solution. It can be estimated by

kdiff = 4π(rF + rQ)(DF +DQ)NA (6.1)

where rF and rQ are the radii of interaction for fluorophore and
quencher respectively, DF and DQ are their diffusion coefficients and
NA is Avogadro’s constant. The diffusion coefficients will vary de-
pending on experimental conditions, but can be estimated by the
Stokes-Einstein equation as

D = kBT

6πηr (6.2)

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, η
the solvent viscosity, and r the effective radius of the diffusing sphere.
If quenching also requires a certain activation energy, Eact, the true
quenching rate constant will be lower than kdiff as given by the
Arrhenius equation

kQ = kdiff · e−Eact/RT (6.3)

where R is the gas constant. Inserting typical values for the diffusion
coefficient of small organic molecules in water (D ∼ 5 · 10−6 cm2s−1

[51]) and the approximate radius of interaction (r ∼ 2 Å) [52, 53],
while assuming zero activation energy (Eact = 0), gives a rough
estimation for the rate of diffusion-limited quenching, kQ ∼ 109 −
1010 M−1s−1.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of Dexter electron exchange between an excited
fluorophore (F*) and a quencher molecule (Q). As F* and Q come close
enough for their molecular orbitals to interact, there is sometimes the pos-
sibility for electrons to be exchanged in both directions. The fluorophore in
S1 can then lose its energetic electron in LUMO and receive another elec-
tron directly to HOMO, returning it to S0 without fluorescence emission.
The quencher is often not fluorescent and dissipates the excitation energy
as heat.

6.2 Sensitivity of collisional quenching

For a quencher to have any significant impact on a state, its interac-
tion rate with the fluorophore, kQ[Q], must be able to complete with
the natural decay rate, 1/τf (0). Ultimately this limits the sensitiv-
ity of the readout, by dictating the minimum quencher concentration
we can resolve. One mechanism for dynamic quenching is that of
(Dexter) electron exchange, see Figure 6.1. By introducing such an
additional pathway for S1-decay, both the fluorescence quantum yield
and lifetime will decrease according to

Φf ([Q]) = kf
kf + knr + kQ[Q] and τf ([Q]) = 1

kf + knr + kQ[Q]

where [Q] is the quencher concentration and kQ the diffusion con-
trolled quenching rate constant. The concentration required to reach
a certain quenching efficiency (EQ, defined as the fraction of de-
excitation event taking place via quenching) is then

[Q] = EQ
1− EQ

1
kQ

1
τf (0) (6.4)

and is inversely proportional to the initial lifetime in the absence of
quencher. Based on the kQ estimated in the previous section for small
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Figure 6.2: Dynamic quenching effects. (A) Normalized populations for
states with a base lifetime of 1 ns, 1 µs, and 1 ms, as a function of quencher
concentration. (B) Simulated population of the S1 and T1 states of Rho-
damine 110, assuming 100 % quenching efficiency upon collision. Simula-
tion rate parameters as in Figure 3.2

molecules in water, efficient S1 (τf (0) ∼ 1 ns) quenching requires [Q]
in the range of hundreds of mM, making such dynamic quenching
of S1 a rather insensitive tool for detecting quencher molecules. If,
on the other hand, the state to be quenched is of longer lifetime, the
corresponding diffusional collision frequency required to achieve a rea-
sonable quenching efficiency is proportionally lower. This is demon-
strated in Figure 6.2A, where the normalized steady state populations
for excited states of different lifetimes are plotted against quencher
concentration. The most long-lived state is completely quenched al-
ready by µM concentrations of quencher.

Figure 6.2B shows simulated electronic state populations when
a quencher acting on both S1 and T1 is titrated. As T1 becomes
increasingly quenched, starting at [Q] ∼ 10 µM, fluorophores are
returned to a singlet state and we see a corresponding increase in S1
(until S1 itself is significantly quenched at [Q] ∼ 1 mM). The increase
in fluorescence brightness as the triplet state is quenched illustrates
the principle of using TRAST to increase the sensitivity and extend
the dynamic range of fluorescence environmental sensing.
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6.3 Triplet states

In Chapter 2 we introduced intersystem crossing from S1 into the
triplet state T1. We also concluded that the long lifetime and low
emission yield of T1 allows us to treat it as a dark state in TRAST.
The reason for the low transition rates kisc (S1 → T1) and kT (T1 →
S0) is that transitions between pure spin states of different multiplic-
ities are forbidden in classical quantum mechanics. Such intersystem
crossings are however given a small but non-zero probability due to
the relativistic effect of spin-orbit coupling [28]. Qualitatively, spin-
orbit coupling is the interaction between an electron’s spin magnetic
moment and the magnetic field arising due to the apparent motion of
the nucleus. This results in electrons with mixed spin states for which
intersystem crossing can take place, albeit at much lower transitions
rates than similar spin-allowed processes [54, 55].

Heavy atom effect

One way to enhance the spin-orbit coupling is to introduce nuclei with
high atomic numbers. The heavy nucleus produces a proportionally
larger magnetic field and enhances intersystem crossing accordingly
[54, 55]. A good example of the heavy atom effect is the difference in
triplet quantum yield (ΦT ) when comparing regular fluorescein (ΦT ≈
5 %, [56]) and its 4-brominated version eosin Y (ΦT = 40 − 80 %,
[57]). As shown by the TRAST curves in Figure 6.3C, there is a
clear increase in triplet state build-up as bromines are added to the
molecule.

The addition of heavy ions to the solution can have a similar
effect, as is demonstrated in Figure 6.3D using bromide salt. This
effect was observed for tryptophan in Paper III, where additions of
potassium iodide lead to a diffusion controlled increase in kisc by 1.1 ·
109 M−1s−1. When working with dissolved ions however, one should
be aware of other possible effects on the fluorophore photophysics.
Even at low concentrations, iodine can have a reducing effect (see
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Figure 6.3: Heavy atom effect. (A) Fluorescein (ΦT ≈ 5 %, [56]) (B)
Eosin Y (ΦT = 40 − 80 %, [57]) (C) TRAST curves from fluorescein (0
Br, blue curve), showing close to zero triplet population. Bromination at 1,
2 or 4 sites of the fluorophore, leads to progressively higher triplet yields.
(D) Fluorescein measured in solutions with increasing concentrations of
potassium bromide. All TRAST curves measured in PBS, using 488 nm
excitation.

Section 6.5). For fluorophores where the T1 energy is compatible
with charge transfer (typically blue/green dyes), there is also the
possibility of a strong triplet quenching [58], leading to a net reduction
in T1 population.
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Oxygen quenching

Molecular oxygen (O2) is unusual in that its ground state is a stable
triplet state (3O2), resulting from degenerate molecular orbitals. Its
lowest singlet states are reached by absorbing at 1270 nm and 760 nm
respectively [59]. These excited singlet states are highly reactive and
can be an important cause of fluorophore bleaching and cell photo-
toxicity. The triplet ground state also makes O2 a potent quencher of
fluorophore triplet states [60]. As an excited triplet state fluorophore,
3F ∗, encounters triplet state molecular oxygen, 3O2, a weak collision
complex is formed at a diffusion controlled rate kdiff . With two
triplet (s = 1) states interacting, the collision complex can be either
a singlet (s = 0), triplet (s = 1) or quintet (s = 2). The relative for-
mation probabilities for these spin states are given by their respective
spin multiplicities, as indicated in the reaction scheme below.

3F ∗ + 3O2
kdiff−−−⇀↽−−−
k−d


1/9−−→ 1(3F ∗ · · · 3O2) ET−−→ 1F + 1O∗2
3/9−−→ 3(3F ∗ · · · 3O2) ISC−−−→ 1F + 3O2
5/9−−→ 5(3F ∗ · · · 3O2)

(6.5)

As these collision complexes decays, spin-allowed processes will dom-
inate over any intersystem crossing pathways, and thus we assume
the decay products will preserve the total spin multiplicity [61]. Since
there are no allowed decay products for the quintet state, its only op-
tion is to dissociate again without any quenching taking place. The
triplet complex decays via enhanced intersystem crossing, returning
the fluorophore to S0 while 3O2 contributes in a purely catalytic
manner by making the entire transition spin-allowed. The singlet
complex instead decays via energy transfer to produce an S0 fluo-
rophore together with a highly reactive excited singlet oxygen 1O2.
The combined quenching efficiency cannot exceed 4/9 and its exact
value (as well as the yield of singlet oxygen generation) depends on
the stability of the collision complex (k−d). The diffusion coefficient
of O2 in water is about DO2 = 2.0 ·10−5 cm2s−1 (25◦ C) [62]. Substi-
tuting this value in the calculation at the end of Section 6.1, equation
(6.1) indicates that the triplet quenching coefficient for oxygen can
be expected to be kq,O2 ∼ 3 · 109 M−1s−1 (or less).
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Figure 6.4: TRAST curves showing triplet state quenching by oxygen.
(A) Flavin mononucleotide (FMN) in solutions of varying water/ethanol
(v/v) ratio. As more ethanol is added, the oxygen solubility increases and
the triplet state becomes more quenched. (Paper I). (B) NBD-PC12 lipids
embedded in POPC vesicles in buffer solution. Here the concentration of
oxygen in the measurement chamber was varied (Paper IV). Inset shows
fitted kT rates.

Such triplet quenching has been observed by both flash photolysis
[61] and phosphorescence [63] techniques. It has also been quantified
for common organic fluorophores using fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy (FCS) (kq,O2 = 1.8 · 109 M−1s−1 for Rhodamine 6G) [64]
and later by TRAST spectroscopy (see Table 6.1) [24, 46]. Since the
largest contribution to these high quenching rates is the rapid diffu-
sion of the O2 molecule itself, the kq,O2 quenching coefficients typi-
cally do not vary that much between free, unshielded fluorophores.

Table 6.1: Bimolecular quenching rates for oxygen quenching of triplet
states in water. Determined by TRAST spectroscopy.

Fluorophore kq,O2

(M−1 s−1)
Ref

Rhodamine 110 1.1 · 109 [46]
Flavin (FMN/FAD) 2.0 · 109 Paper I

NAD(P)H 1.6 · 109 Paper II
Tryptophan 2.7 · 109 Paper III
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Quenching by spin labels

Spin labels are stable radicals, meaning paramagnetic molecules with
an unpaired electron, often used as probes for electron spin resonance
(ESR). A common group of organic spin labels are nitroxides, such as
the ones shown in Figure 6.5A [65, 66]. Spin labels are also effective
fluorophore quenchers, acting at essentially diffusion limited rates on
both singlet and triplet states, with an effective interaction range
reported as 5 − 7 Å [67]. Although several mechanisms have been
proposed for triplet interaction with stable radicals, electron exchange
seems to be the dominating process [68]. These radicals are (in the
simplest case) spin doublets, allowing them to enhance intersystem
crossing much in the same way oxygen did in the previous section.

In short, the collision complex between the triplet fluorophore and
doublet radical will have either a doublet or quartet multiplicity.

3F ∗ + 2Q
kdiff−−−⇀↽−−−
k−d


1/3−−→ 2(3F ∗ · · · 2Q) ISC−−−→ 1F + 2Q

ET−−→ 1F + 2Q∗

2/3−−→ 4(3F ∗ · · · 2Q) ET−−→ 1F + 4Q∗

(6.6)

The doublet state can decay via enhanced intersystem crossing, leav-
ing the radical unaffected. Depending on the relative energy levels of
fluorophore and spin label, the energy transfer pathways might also
be available to varying degrees [69, 70]. Whether the net effect is to
increase or decrease of the triplet population depends on the extent
of this energy transfer quenching.

Figure 6.5B shows TRAST curves from NBD fluorophores tagged
to cholesterol and inserted into POPC vesicles. Addition of TEMPO-
PC dramatically lowers the triplet population, making TEMPO act
as a net quencher in this case. In Paper IV we tested both 16-DOXYL
(located deep in the membrane) and TEMPO-PC (located just out-
side the membrane) in combination with different membrane localiza-
tions of the NBD fluorophore. We found that altering the positions
of dye and quencher could affect enhanced intersystem crossing and
quenching via energy transfer to different degrees.
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Figure 6.5: Triplet quenching by spin labels. (A) Structure of the two
common spin labels, TEMPO and 16-DOXYL. (B) TRAST curves mea-
sured from NBD (nitrobenzoxadiazole) tagged to cholesterol and inserted into
POPC vesicles at a 0.13 % molar concentration. As TEMPO-PC (spin-label
on the lipid head group) is added to the membrane at molar percentages from
0 to 1 %, both triplet and photo-oxidized fractions decrease. Measured using
widefield TRAST at 488 nm excitation, as described in Paper IV.

6.4 Photo-isomerization

Certain types of dyes can undergo photo-induced cis/trans isomeriza-
tion, leading to another source of fluorescence blinking. A common
example are the cyanine dyes, whose carbon backbone (polymethine
chain) generally exhibits such isomerization transitions [71]. Fig-
ure 6.6A shows the all-trans (N) and one of several possible mono-cis
(P) isomers of Cyanine5 (Cy5). While the trans-isomer has a fluo-
rescence lifetime of τf,N ≈ 1 ns and fluorescence quantum yield of
Φf,N ≈ 0.3 [26, 72], the cis-isomers are observed to be dark or only
dimly fluorescent under the same experimental conditions. The rea-
son for this lack of cis-state emission is likely a combination of factors,
as there are reports of red-shift in both excitation [73] and emission
[74] spectra, but also of lower values for τf,P and Φf,P due to rapid
internal conversion [75].
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Figure 6.6: Cis/trans-isomerization. (A) Isomers of Cyanine5, with the
fluorescent trans conformation dominating in the absence of excitation. (B)
Rotation is restricted around a carbon double bond due to overlapping p-
orbitals forming a π-bond. (C) Model for photo-isomerization, proceeding
via an intermediate twisted state (90◦). (D) Simplified, two-state, isomer-
ization model.

Ground state cis/trans-isomerization is a slow process, due to
the high energy barrier associated with breaking the delocalized π-
bonding orbital of the polymethine chain, see Figure 6.6B and C. As
a result, the thermal equilibrium (kNP and kPN , blue arrows in the
model) is typically established on a ms timescale [74] and strongly
favors the trans-isomer [75]. Upon excitation to S1, one of the two
bonding electrons in the HOMO are excited to an antibonding π∗-
orbital, increasing the overall energy of the molecule. The repulsive
energy of the π∗ electron at the same time lowers the energy barrier
for twisting around the carbon double bond. In fact, the most stable
orientation in this case is a 90◦ twist relative to the original posi-
tion, see S1 in Figure 6.6C. When the excited π∗ electron eventually
returns to the ground state, the twisted intermediate can relax to
either the cis- or trans-isomer. This results in a photo-driven isomer-
ization process, which under normal excitation conditions completely
dominate over the thermal rates and leads to roughly equal cis/trans
populations [26]. The high rate of twisting along the S1 energy sur-
face competes against the quite average intersystem crossing rate of
common cyanine dyes. Overall this results in generally low triplet
populations for these dyes [26, 76].

Photo-isomerization of cyanine dyes has been studied by both FCS
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[26] and TRAST [48] and the twisting rates are know to be sensitive
to both local viscosity and temperature. In Paper V we used photo-
isomerization of the Cy5-derived Alexa Fluor 647 to study confor-
mational changes in a tagged RNA. As the RNA folded to a more
restrictive conformation, the isomerization of the dye was reduced.

Isomerization model

Figure 6.6D shows an effective, two-state, isomerization model. The
total rate of isomerization from N (trans) to P (cis) is

k′iso = kNP + ΦexcσN
ΦexcσN + k10,N

kiso (6.7)

with Φexc representing the applied excitation photon flux and σN the
excitation cross section of the N isomer. The corresponding rate of
back-isomerization from P to N is

k′biso = kPN + ΦexcσP
ΦexcσP + k10,P

kbiso (6.8)

This model can be treated analytically as described in Chapter 3,
giving an overall relaxation time for establishing the photo-driven
equilibrium of

τiso = 1
k′iso + k′biso

(6.9)

and a steady state cis-population of

Aiso = k′iso
k′iso + k′biso

(6.10)

Observed isomerization amplitudes

The experimentally observed TRAST amplitude, ATRAST , represents
the relative change in sample brightness, before and after equilibra-
tion of the photo-isomerization process. For that reason we must
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also consider any initial cis-population present before the onset of
excitation

A0 = kNP
kNP + kPN

While the thermal rates, kNP and kPN , can typically be neglected
as parts of k′iso and k′biso, they can have a significant impact on the
TRAST measurement by determining A0. Additionally, since the cis-
isomer might not be entirely dark, we must also consider its relative
brightness

Q = Φf,P · σP
Φf,N · σN

, (6.11)

where Φf are the respective fluorescence quantum yields. The ob-
served TRAST amplitude then becomes reduced relative to Aiso ac-
cording to

ATRAST = (Aiso −A0)(1−Q)
1−A0(1−Q) (6.12)

The effect of Q and A0 on ATRAST is shown in Figure 6.7A, for a
typical case of Aiso = 0.5. The contrast is entirely lost if Aiso = A0,
or if Q = 1. Also shown is the corresponding effect on the FCS (in-
troduced in Section 2.3) amplitude, AFCS , as described in [77]. Note
that AFCS shows a stronger dependence on Q due to the different
intensity scaling of TRAST (linear) and FCS (squared). However,
AFCS is independent of A0 since FCS quantifies fluorescence fluctua-
tions due to individual isomerization events, regardless of which state
the molecule happens to be is in when it first enters the detection vol-
ume.

If a sample is studied with both TRAST and FCS, the difference
in observed isomerization amplitudes can provide additional informa-
tion about the cis-state. Given experimental values for both ATRAST
and AFCS , a set of possible combinations for A0 and Q can be calcu-
lated, see Figure 6.7B. This type of analysis was applied in Paper V
to estimate an upper bound for A0.
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Figure 6.7: Observed isomerization amplitudes. (A) Given a true isomer-
ization amplitude of Aiso = 0.5, both TRAST and FCS can observe lower
values depending on the relative brightness of the cis-state (Q). AT RAST can
be further lowered by the presence of a cis-population already in the thermal
equilibrium, A0. Dashed arrow indicates increasing values of A0 in steps
of 0.1. (B) Possible combinations of Q and A0, consistent with observed
amplitudes AF CS = 0.45 and AT RAST as in the legend. The dashed arrow
indicates increasing Aiso.

Isomerization-mediated intersystem crossing

Although triplet state formation and photo-isomerization of cyanine
dyes can sometimes be regarded as independent blinking processes,
there is also evidence for a strong connection between the two [73,
78]. As illustrated in Figure 6.6C, there is believed to be an S1/T1
degeneracy for the 90◦ twisted intermediate state. At this point the
intersystem crossing becomes more efficient and it is possible that
parts of the trans-T1 population is created via the twisted interme-
diate state. There have also been reports of back-isomerization from
cis-T1 to trans-S1 generating delayed fluorescence [78].
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6.5 Redox states

Photo-induced redox reactions represent a more dramatic change to a
molecule’s electron structure. Adding or removing valence electrons
from a fluorophore will generally impact its delocalized π-electrons
to a point where the molecule becomes non-fluorescent. The result-
ing radical state often shows increased reactivity and can act as a
stepping stone towards permanent photo-bleaching. Below follows
an introduction to two common pathways for photo-induced redox
reactions, but it should also be emphasized that the field of redox
chemistry consists of a rich variety of reaction pathways, all with
their own dependencies and characteristics.

Photo-induced electron transfer

Fluorophore excitation can create the possibility for an energetically
favorable electron transfer between otherwise non-reacting species.
Such photo-induced electron transfer (PET) is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.8 (upper), with the transfer occurring within a loosely bound
collision complex between the excited fluorophore (F*) and an elec-
tron acceptor (A). The oxidized fluorophore is typically no longer
fluorescent and has entered a long-lived dark state.

F ∗ +A
kdiff−−−⇀↽−−−
k−d

(F ∗ · · ·A)→ (F •+ · · ·A•−)→


F +A

F
•+ +A

•−

reaction products

The ion pair can then either recombine to recover the initial S0 fluo-
rophore ground state, disassociate and form long lived radical states,
or undergo further reactions into new products. Depending on the
relative energies of the redox pair, the excited fluorophore might in-
stead be photo-reduced, as shown in the lower part of Figure 6.8
[79].

PET requires the fluorophore to encounter a suitable donor/acceptor
within the lifetime of the excited state. In the case of freely diffusing
donors or acceptors, PET transfer is therefore much more likely to
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Figure 6.8: Illustration of PET transfer. Upper: Excitation of the fluo-
rophore (F) from S0 to S1, followed by oxidative PET to a nearby electron
acceptor (A). Finally there is the possibility to recover the original S0 flu-
orophore through recombination. Lower: Photo-reduction of a fluorophore
(F) using an electron donor (D), followed by recovery to the original S0
state.

occur from the triplet state as opposed to from S1, see Section 6.1
about dynamic quenching. While the rate of PET transfer might be
similar from both S1 and T [58], the short lifetime of S1 often means
that it can be neglected as a source of PET redox reactions and the
common Jablonski diagram in Figure 3.1 is a valid approximation.
This was the case for photo-oxidation of NBD in Paper IV and for
photo-reduction of flavins in Paper I.

PET via molecular stacking and complex formation

PET can also occur between moieties bound together within a larger
molecule or between fluorophore/quencher pairs forming a ground
state complex already before excitation. The close proximity leads to
a very efficient PET, acting as a static quenching mechanism for the
S1 fluorescence. This was observed in Paper I where flavins (FMN
and FAD) formed non-fluorescent ground state complexes by stack-
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ing of their fluorescent isoalloxazine moieties with the aromatic rings
of either tryptophan or ascorbate. In addition to static complex for-
mation, we also observed dynamic intra-molecular stacking of the
isoalloxazine of FAD with its own adenine moiety. This stacking was
enhanced by photo-isomerization from S1, resulting in a reduced life-
time and triplet yield of FAD compared to FMN.

Direct photo-ionization

An alternative photo-oxidation pathway is the direct ejection of an
electron following absorption of a photon with high enough energy.
This was observed in NADH (350 nm excitation), where electrons
were spontaneously ejected from S1 at an effective rate of kee ≈
5 µs−1, see Paper II. This electron ejection process was not affected
by any additions we made to the solution. It is believed that such elec-
tron ejection in NADH takes place only from the initial, vibrationally
excited, form of S1. Since relaxation to the lowest vibrational mode
of S1 takes place on a picosecond timescale, there is very little time
for collisional interactions to occur [80]. Using two-photon excitation
of NADH we could however demonstrate a power dependent increase
in effective electron ejection rate, as the high-intensity laser leads to
further one-photon excitation from S1 to a higher Sn where electron
ejection is more efficient [81]. In a similar way, Tryptophan (280 nm
excitation) shows a photo-ionization rate of kee = 5−10 µs−1 (Paper
III), taking place directly from S1.

6.6 Excitation-induced proton transfer

Similar to the above discussion of PET, there is also the possibility
for fluorophore blinking through proton (H+) transfers. As excita-
tion causes a redistribution of the negative charges in the molecule,
also its proton affinity can change. The new charge distribution can
strengthen some bonds while weakening others, changing the pKa of
certain protonation sites and sometimes leading to either an intra- or
inter-molecular proton transfer.
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Figure 6.9: State diagram representing a photoacid, having pKa∗ < pKa.
Excitation to S1 causes a population shift towards the deprotonated form.
Upon relaxation back to S0 there will have been a net transfer of molecules
from AH to A−, as indicated by the red dashed arrow.

If excitation would lead to a PET (electron) transfer, this process
can be accompanied by a simultaneous (or sequential) proton trans-
fer [82]. Such combined electron-proton transfers form an important
mechanism in biochemical reactions, including photosynthesis and
respiration, since they avoid formation of high energy intermediate
radicals [83]. Such an effect was observed in Paper II, where sponta-
neous photo-ionization from S1 led to a non-fluorescent radical state
with a dramatically lower pKa of ∼ 0 [84]. As a consequence, this
radical state was unstable, either rapidly deprotonating or recombin-
ing with the previously ejected electron.

Even if there is no electron transferred, simply exciting a molecule
to S1 can cause a change in its pKa. The effects of such a shift
will be most prominent in a solution where the pH lies between the
pKa (S0) and pKa* (S1). In this case, one protonation state will be
favored in S0, while the other is preferred in S1. In the case where
pKa∗ < pKa, the molecule is referred to as a photoacid [85], since
excitation leads to increased deprotonation rates. As illustrated in
Figure 6.9, the ground state [AH]/[A]− equilibrium can be shifted
by an excitation induced effective deprotonation rate (red arrow).
Such a photo-acidic effect was observed for TRAST measurements of
tryptophan in Paper III.



Chapter 7

Introduction to cell
biology and metabolism

Although much of the method development in this thesis is aimed
towards live cell applications, a proper introduction to cell biology
cannot fit within the scope of this text. Nevertheless, to provide
some context for later discussion of experimental result, this chapter
briefly introduces a few selected areas of particular relevance to the
included papers. More complete overviews can be found for instance
in the textbooks of [86, 87].

7.1 Cellular autofluorescence

Most biological tissues exhibit some degree of intrinsic fluorescence.
This cellular autofluorescence originates from a variety of essential
biomolecules, including aromatic amino acids (tryptophan, tyrosine,
phenylalanine), structural proteins (keratin, collagen, elastin), redox
co-enzymes (flavins, NADH, NADPH), lipids, lipofuscin, vitamin A,
and more [88–90]. The overall cell signal is generally dominated by
that of flavins and NAD(P)H [88, 91, 92]. Such autofluorescence is
often an undesired feature of the cell when working with fluorophore
staining, as it can cause a significant and non-homogeneous back-
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ground signal, with large cell-to-cell variability. As a result, many
techniques have been proposed to reduce the autofluorescence back-
ground [93], including life-time separation [90, 94], pre-bleaching of
the autofluorescent signal using light or chemicals [95, 96], and using
narrow emission filters or spectral un-mixing algorithms to isolate the
desired fluorophore emission [97, 98].

On the other hand, autofluorescence can also form the basis for
a number of label-free approaches to fluorescence spectroscopy and
imaging of living systems. The fact that both flavins and NAD(P)H
serve crucial metabolic functions, means that their concentration, dis-
tribution and fluorescence properties are directly linked to the current
state of the cell [99–101]. Measurements of the NAD(P)H/flavin in-
tensity ratio [102] or NAD(P)H lifetime [103, 104] (also combined
with spectral resolution [105], anisotropy [106] or phosphorescence
[107]) have been demonstrated to correlate with both metabolic ac-
tivity and several disease states. However, the interpretation of these
readouts is complex due to concentration inhomogeneities, lifetime
variations caused by protein binding [103], and overlapping emission
from multiple species [108]. In Papers I and II we quantify the blink-
ing dynamics of flavins and NAD(P)H using TRAST, adding compli-
mentary readout parameters to studies of cellular autofluorescence.

Flavins

Flavins are a group of compounds characterized by their fluores-
cent isoalloxazine moiety. Their biologically active forms are mainly
flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD),
see Figure 7.1A, both derived from the vitamin precursor riboflavin.
Their absorption peak is close to 450 nm as shown in Figure 7.1C, but
they also have several additional peaks towards the UV [109]. The
fluorescence properties of FMN and FAD are largely similar, except
for a self-quenching mechanism due to the adenine moiety of FAD
which reduces its brightness and lifetime. A photophysical investi-
gation of flavins was carried out in Paper I and is summarized in
Chapter 8.

The biological function of FAD and FMN centers around the re-
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versible redox reactions

FMN + 2H+ + 2e− ⇀↽ FMNH2

FAD + 2H+ + 2e− ⇀↽ FADH2

Reduction breaks the delocalized π-orbital of the isoalloxazine, mak-
ing both FADH2 and FMNH2 non-fluorescent, as well as much higher
in chemical energy. This allows both FMN and FAD to act as redox
co-enzymes, carriers of cellular reducing power in the form of high
energy electrons. As will be explained in Section 7.3, this redox cy-
cling is essential to the cells aerobic energy production, tying flavin
redox balance to the metabolic status of the cell. Flavins also supply
reducing power to a wider group of flavoenzymes, where they per-
form a versatile role due to their ability to transfer either one or two
electrons [110–112].

Due to their metabolic function, intracellular flavin is strongly lo-
calized to the mitochondria (Section 7.3) [113]. A confocal laser scan-
ning image showing localized flavin autofluorescence from untreated
cells can be found in Figure 7.2 (left).

Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

NADH consists of a fluorescent nicotinamide moiety, joined into a din-
ucleotide together with adenine, see Figure 7.1B. Phosphorylation of
the ribose that carries the adenine moiety creates the sterically differ-
ent, but spectrally almost identical [114, 115], nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH). Both NADH and NADPH (to-
gether referred to as NAD(P)H) have an excitation peak at about
350 nm, see Figure 7.1C, and a second peak further into the UV
tied to adenine [116]. Oxidation to NAD(P)+ removes the 350 nm
absorption entirely [117]. While the lifetime of free NAD(P)H is
about 0.4 ns, it increases severalfold upon binding to proteins in the
cell [118]. This allows lifetime based separation of free and protein
bound fractions [119, 120], also in live cells [103, 121].
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Figure 7.1: Molecular structures and spectra for common sources of
cellular autofluorescence. (A) Riboflavin, its phosphorylated form flavin
mononucleotide (FMN), and with an added adenine moiety forming flavin
adenine dinucleotide (FAD). The reduced form of the isoalloxazine moi-
ety is essentially non-fluorecent. (B) Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NADH). Substitution for a phosphate group as indicated results in nicoti-
namide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH), having similar fluores-
cence properties. The oxidized form of the nicotinamide moiety is non-
fluorescent. (C) Excitation (dashed) and fluorescence emission (solid) spec-
tra.
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Figure 7.2: Autofluorescence images from live C2C12 myoblast cells, cap-
tured using a standard confocal laser scanning microscope. (Left) Flavin
fluorescence obtained using 488 nm excitation and a 500-570 nm emission
filter. (Right) NAD(P)H fluorescence obtained using two-photon excitation
at 735 nm and a 415-475 nm emission filter.

Similar to flavins, NAD(P)H serve a co-enzymes by transferring
energetic electrons through the reversible redox reactions

NADH ⇀↽ NAD+ + H+ + 2e−

NADPH ⇀↽ NADP+ + H+ + 2e−

The steric difference between NADH and NADPH allows them to
interact with separate subsets of enzymes and maintain a somewhat
independent redox balance. A primary function of NADH is to carry
high energy electrons in cellular energy production, see Section 7.3,
leading to a high NAD+/NADH ratio in the cell [122]. The NADPH
redox balance is instead shifted towards the reduced form, as it takes
an important role in the cells anti-oxidative defense and also sup-
plies electrons for anabolic synthesis of fatty acids, steroids and DNA
[123]. While NAD(P)H is also enriched in the mitochondria, it is more
evenly distributed in the cell than flavins [113, 118, 122], Figure 7.2
(right).
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Figure 7.3: L-Tryptophan in three different protonation states. The fluo-
rescence lifetimes are about 1 ns, 3 ns and 9 ns (left to right) [129–131].

Tryptophan

L-Tryptophan in an essential amino acid, meaning it cannot be syn-
thesized by the human body and must be supplied through the diet.
It is also the only standard amino acid to have an indole ring as part
of its side chain (see Figure 7.3), making it a necessary precursor
for important bioactive molecules such as serotonin and melatonin
[124]. The large and hydrophobic side chain also serves an important
structural purpose in proteins and peptides, with tryptophan often
used to promote site-specific protein-protein or protein-biomolecule
hydrophobic interactions [125–127]. In particular it plays an impor-
tant role in the stable anchoring of transmembrane proteins, with
tryptophan residues often located near the water-lipid interface [128].
The tryptophan side chain makes it energetically expensive to syn-
thesize, likely explaining its relative scarcity in the food chain and its
essential nature in many animals [124, 125]. The use of tryptophan
residues also seems evolutionary restricted as it has only a 1 − 2 %
occurrence in proteins (as compared to most amino acids at ∼ 5 %)
[126].

While all aromatic amino acids show some degree of autofluores-
cence, tryptophan is considered the dominating source of protein flu-
orescence in the common excitation/detection bands of λex ∼ 280 nm
and λem ∼ 350 nm [93, 132], see Figure 7.1C for spectra. This is in
part due to its comparably high quantum yield, Φf = 0.13 [133], but
also a result of the competing emitter tyrosine often being quenched
inside proteins [134]. Its high representation at binding sites, com-
bined with its overall scarcity in proteins, also makes it well suited for
specific localized probing [135]. Tryptophan has a complex fluores-
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cence emission behavior, including multiple rotamer and protonation
states [134, 136], leading to an at least bi-exponential fluorescence
decay [131, 137]. Figure 7.3 shows L-tryptophan in its three protona-
tion states, with a pKa of about 2.4 for the carboxyl group [138, 139]
and about 9.4 for the amine [130]. Each of these three forms has ac-
cess to different forms of non-radiative decay via excitation-induced
proton transfer (EPT, see Section 6.6), creating distinctly different
lifetimes for each pH range [134, 140, 141]. The quantum yields of
all processes originating from S1 therefore become pH-dependent as
well, as was observed in Paper III. Finally tryptophan is known to
photo-ionize directly from S1, in neutral solution forming the cationic
radical •HTrp+ together with a solvated electron [142].

7.2 Cell membranes

Membranes define the boundary of a cell and allows it to maintain
ion gradients against the surrounding medium. They also provide
internal compartmentalization into organelles, each with a different
chemical composition and specific function. The basis of all biological
membranes is a ∼ 4 nm thick [143] lipid bilayer, in which the lipids
orient themselves with their hydrophobic tails towards each other, as
illustrated in Figure 7.4. The particular lipid composition, such as
the mix between saturated and unsaturated lipids, affect the fluidity
of the membrane and can lead to the formation of phase separated
domains. Membranes additionally contain a large variety of proteins,
stabilizing the membrane and adding functionality such as ion pumps,
selective channels, receptors and anchors.

G-protein coupled receptors

The largest family of membrane receptors in many organisms, includ-
ing humans, are the G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs). They
consist of seven transmembrane regions, with the protein N-terminal
on the outside of the cell and the C-terminal on the inside. GPCRs
can bind a variety of ligands near their N-terminal, which then in-
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Figure 7.4: Conceptual illustration of a basic cell membrane, showing a
lipid bilayer with transmembrane proteins. A simplified illustration of a
forming clathrin pit, leading to endocytosis and internalization of an acti-
vated GPCR.

duces a conformational change in the protein and initiates a signaling
cascade inside the cell [144]. Activated receptors are typically re-
moved from the membrane by being recruited to clathrin-coated pits
in the membrane, where they are internalized through endocytosis
[145] (illustrated in Figure 7.4) and recycled by the cell [146].

7.3 Mitochondria and energy production

The human cell produces its energy through stepwise oxidation of
food molecules, leading to a slow and controlled release of chemical
energy. This process is primarily carried out by the mitochondria,
specialized organelles dedicated to the production of high energy ATP
(adenosine triphosphate) molecules. Units of ATP can then be dis-
persed throughout the cell and used on demand as a standardized
energy source to drive a wide range of processes including biosynthe-
sis, locomotion or cross-membrane transportation. The mitochondria
contain a second, inner, membrane which is crucial to its ability to
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Figure 7.5: Simplified scheme for mitochondrial energy production.

produce ATP. The area of the inner membrane is therefore maximized
through repeated folding.

TCA cycle

Depending on what nutrients are available, be it hydrocarbons, fats
or proteins, the cell utilizes numerous specialized reactions in or-
der to interconvert, store and prepare these molecules for oxidation
in the mitochondria. The main process of energy extraction in the
mitochondrial matrix always remains the same however, oxidation of
acetyl-CoA into carbon dioxide through the tricarboxylic acid (TCA)
cycle. Using a series of enzyme catalyzed steps, energy is transferred
to primarily FADH2 and NADH.

Oxidative phosphorylation

In the second step of mitochondrial energy production, the high en-
ergy electrons stored by NADH and FADH2 are transferred to pro-
tein complexes in the inner mitochondrial membrane. These proteins
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slowly release the stored energy through a series of chained redox re-
actions, while simultaneously pumping protons across the membrane
to establish an electrochemical gradient, see Figure 7.5. This pathway
is aerobic since it relies on oxygen as the final electron acceptor to
produce water. Finally the enzyme ATP synthase, also located in the
inner mitochondrial membrane, utilizes the built up proton gradient
to perform mechanical work and produce ATP through phosphoryla-
tion of ADP (adenosine diphosphate).

However, not all oxygen becomes fully reduced as described above,
as particularly complex I and III have a tendency to instead produce
superoxide radicals O·−2 as a by-product. Mitochondria are thus a
major source of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the cell and require
efficient ROS regulation to avoid oxidative damage to the cell. The
constant regeneration of this oxidative defense is one of the uses for
NADPH [147].

Mitochondrial uncoupling

Mitochondrial uncoupling is the process of protons leaking back through
the inner mitochondrial membrane, releasing their energy as heat as
opposed generating ATP. This apparent inefficiency can in fact serve
several purposes to the cell and is regulated by a number of natu-
ral uncoupling proteins [148]. One proposed effect of reducing the
mitochondrial membrane potential is lower ROS generation by the
electron transport chain [148, 149].

This process can also be enhanced by artificial mitochondrial un-
couplers, molecules able to efficiently shuttle protons across the mem-
brane. Perhaps the most studied such uncoupler is 2,4-dinitrophenol
(DNP), a small molecule that is lipophilic enough to diffuse through
the inner mitochondrial membrane. DNP is also weakly acidic, al-
lowing is to bind or release protons depending on the pH [150], see
Figure 7.5.
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7.4 Conformational changes in biomolecules

The biological function of many complex biomolecules, in particu-
lar proteins and RNAs, is derived not only from their primary se-
quence but also from their folded 3D structure. These structures
can be highly dynamic [151], but also transition between stable con-
formational states which can enable or alter a specific function of
the molecule. Such conformational states play an important role for
binding sites, protein-RNA recognition [152], and RNA-switches reg-
ulating transcription [153]. The cell ensures proper structures both
by facilitating correct folding through protein and RNA chaperones
[154–156] and by rigorous quality-control and degradation of faulty
molecules [157, 158]. When such control mechanisms fail, aggregation
of misfolded proteins are linked to a number of human diseases, in-
cluding Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s and Parkinson’s disease [159, 160].

There is a wide variety of fluorescence-based methods for studying
aggregation and conformational changes [135]. Label-free methods
based on native protein autofluorescence are particularly interesting
since there is no risk of the label disturbing the native folding or
aggregation behaviors. In Paper III we demonstrated TRAST moni-
toring of conformational changes in a spider silk protein [161], based
on a single tryptophan residue.

G-quadruplex structures

Single stranded DNA sequences containing runs of adjacent guanine
bases (G) are known to spontaneously fold and form four-stranded
helical structures known as G-quadruplexes [162], see Figure 7.6B. In
each layer of the stack, four guanine residues form a stable tetrameric
structure through hydrogen bonding, as shown in Figure 7.6A. The
number of layers in the stack can vary and affects its overall stability,
but is typically at least three. In addition to the intramolecular
DNA structure illustrated in Figure 7.6B, a G-quadruplex can also
be formed from a single RNA strand or even as an intermolecular
complex between two or four DNA single strands [163].
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Figure 7.6: Structure of a G-quadruplex fold. (A) Four guanine (G)
residues form a planar aggregate, stabilized by hydrogen bonding. A mono-
valent cation, preferentially K+, stabilizes the electrostatic repulsion between
the four oxygens. (B) DNA or RNA having multiple sections of G-repeats
can fold and form a four-stranded helical structure. Each level of the helix
is as in A. (C) Example of a possible G-quadruplex formation in a telomere
section of DNA.

Formation of G-quadruplex folds relies heavily on the presence of
monovalent cations (in particular K+) to stabilize the electrostatic
repulsion of the four central oxygens [164]. Given the intracellu-
lar ion concentrations, stable G-quadruplexes are expected to form
in cells, something which has also been observed in vivo [165–167].
Studies have shown that section of G-repeats are relatively common
in the human genome, are preserved through evolution [168] and are
overrepresented in certain genomic regions such as telomers and pro-
moters [162], suggesting an important biological function. Although
their purpose is not yet entirely understood, G-quadruplexes are sug-
gested to play a role in DNA replication, transcription, telomerase ac-
tion and epigenetic regulation [163, 166]. G-quadruplex formation in
RNA could also play a role in the neurological diseases amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia (FTD), which
are commonly related to extended G-repeating section in a specific
mutated gene [169, 170]. In Paper V we used TRAST to monitor the
formation of G-quadruplex structures in RNA, both in solution and
in live cells.
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7.5 Photo-toxicity

One question that is perhaps overlooked in many fluorescence studies
[171] is that of photo-toxicity due to intense visible light irradiation.
The primary mechanism for such damage is believed to be excita-
tion induced generation of free radicals [171]. In particular, triplet
state formation and subsequent deactivation by molecular oxygen can
lead to the formation of highly reactive oxygen species (ROS) such
as singlet oxygen and H2O2, see Section 6.3. The damaging effects
of ROS in cells have been extensively documented and shown to in-
crease with atmospheric oxygen concentration, but be counteracted
by anti-oxidants such as vitamin E or ascorbate [172–177]. The in-
creased production of H2O2 following light exposure (400− 500 nm)
of unlabeled cells has been specifically linked to photo-reduction of
flavins and flavin-containing oxidases, primarily in mitochondria and
peroxisomes [174, 178]. Similar mechanisms have also been demon-
strated for porphyrins [179].

When the threshold for photo-toxicity was defined as 10 % reduc-
tion in cell viability (24 hour survival), [180] determined a dose limit
of 25 J/cm2 for 375 nm light, 100 J/cm2 for 514 nm and 200 J/cm2 at
633 nm. Blue and UV wavelengths, corresponding to absorption by
native chromophores such as flavins, showed the highest photo-toxic
effects. A similar wavelength dependence was also observed by [181],
who reported that cells could withstand 1 kW/cm2 at 640 nm for sev-
eral minutes, while the maximum dose at 405 nm was only 50 J/cm2.
Upon labeling with the membrane marker laurdan, the same dam-
age threshold was reduced to 10 J/cm2 at 391 nm excitation [180],
demonstrating the negative effects of increased ROS generation re-
sulting from fluorophore triplet states. Another study used 488nm
excitation and found that irradiation with 48 W/cm2 for a total light
dose of 12 J/cm2 had no adverse effect on yeast cells. Increasing the
light intensity by one order of magnitude stressed the cells, but they
did eventually recover [182]. Although damage by heating is also a
possibility, in particular when using pulsed IR illumination [183], no
temperature increase is typically seen during normal imaging condi-
tions with visible lasers (633 nm, 200 J/cm2, [180]).
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While the total light dose is of primary concern with regards to
photo-toxicity, also the excitation pattern matters. Further excita-
tion to higher electronic states, S1 → Sn or T1 → Tn, generally leads
to higher quantum yields for radical state formation or permanent
photo-bleaching. The long lifetime of T1 makes it particularly sus-
ceptible to such sequential excitation. Allowing the triplet state to
relax by using pulsed excitation with > 1 µs pulse separation has been
demonstrated to improve the total fluorescence yield before bleaching
by up to a factor of 25 [184]. Repeated high speed laser scanning,
with pixel dwell times below 1µs, similarly reduces photo-bleaching
in confocal imaging [185, 186].

There are many ways to quantify photo-toxic effects and a relevant
measure must be selected depending on the type of study to be per-
formed [177]. Many of the reports in the previous section quantified
long-term DNA damage, something that might be of a lesser concern
if the cells are to be discarded after a brief measurement. As shown
by [178] however, exposure to 1 W/cm2 excitation at ∼ 490 nm led
to increased H2O2 production in mitochondria and peroxisomes al-
ready after 1 second. This rapid effect was linked to the excitation
of flavins, making it highly relevant for TRAST studies of cellular
autofluorescence. Since TRAST relies on monitoring the same tran-
sient states with can lead to ROS formation, the choice of excitation
irradiance is always a trade-off between dynamic range of the readout
and potential photo-toxicity.



Chapter 8

Results: Label-free
metabolic studies

In Papers I and II we used TRAST to characterize the two major
contributors to cellular autofluorescence, flavins and NAD(P)H. We
determined which transient states can be resolved by TRAST and
how their dynamics can reflect environmental factors such as oxygen
concentration and redox conditions. We then established photophys-
ical models that allow flavin and NAD(P)H molecules to be used as
sensors of their local environment, by monitoring their blinking kinet-
ics using TRAST. In Paper II we demonstrated that by accounting
for excitation to higher electronic levels we can extend these models
for use with two-photon excitation as well. Finally, we applied these
techniques in live cells to monitor redox balance through NAD(P)H.

8.1 Developing photophysical models

In preparation for cellular autofluorescence studies, we began by de-
veloping electronic state models suitable for analysis of TRAST data.
By varying the excitation intensity, buffer properties as well as con-
centration of various dark state quenchers (O2, KI, ascorbate, H2O2,
OH−), we could isolate and identify the contributions from each tran-
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sient state. We then evaluated a range of similar models to determine
the interconnectivity between states and the minimum number of rate
parameters needed to describe the data.

Flavin blinking kinetics

Confocal measurements using stationary modulated TRAST at 488 nm
excitation revealed three major dark state relaxations from FMN, see
Figure 8.1A. The decay at ∼ 1 µs could be attributed to a consid-
erable triplet state population, with S1 triplet yields of ΦT,FMN =
0.4 and ΦT,FAD = 0.2 respectively. We found a reversible photo-
reduction, taking place mainly from the triplet state (T ) and leading
to the formation of a long-lived radical state (R) with a lifetime in
the 100 µs range. This state was primarily returned to the fluorescent
(oxidized) S0 ground state, but there was also a small yield of per-
manent photo-bleaching from R, at timescales of ∼ 1 ms. The FMN
model is summarized in Figure 8.1D (gray). Photo-induced electron
transfer from reducing agents such as ascorbate or tryptophan was
found to promote the T → R transition at a diffusion limited rate
(109 M−1s−1) in FMN. This leads to a simultaneous reduction in
T and increase in R, as shown in Figure 8.1B. The corresponding
quenching rate in FAD was somewhat lower, 0.4 · 109 M−1s−1.

The difference between FMN and FAD was attributed to intra-
molecular stacking between the fluorescent isoalloxazine and the ade-
nine moiety of FAD, see Figure 7.1A. Photo-isomerization from S1
was observed with a 45 % yield, forming to a non-fluorescent ("stacked")
isomer in which S1 is rapidly quenched via electron transfer to ade-
nine. This photo-isomerization rate (kphoto−stack) explains the shorter
lifetime in FAD (τFAD = 2.7 ns) as compared to FMN (τFMN =
4.7 ns), and also the lower triplet yield. Inability of reducing agents
to access and quench the triplet state in the stacked isomer of FAD
can likely also explain the lower ascorbate quenching rate observed.
The FAD model is shown in Figure 8.1D with the adenine stacking
represented by the green addition.
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NAD(P)H blinking kinetics

Although we were able to resolve a minor triplet state build-up in
NADH (ΦT,NADH ≈ 0.0004) using TRAST measurements in deoxy-
genated solution, the NADH triplet state population was negligible
under biologically relevant conditions. This is evidenced by the lack of
decay in the TRAST curves for pulse durations w ∼ 1 µs, see Figure
8.1A. Instead we observed a multi-exponential decay for w > 10 µs
which can be attributed to step-wise photo-oxidation of NADH, com-
bined with diffusion-mediated recovery. The TRAST model includes
an initial electron ejection from S1 (kee ≈ 5 µs−1), forming a short-
lived intermediate radical cation, •NADH+, or possibly a loosely
bound radical/electron complex. The •NADH+ radical then decays
either by recombining with a solvated electron, or by deprotonation
and further oxidation to the stable dark state NAD+, see the model
in Figure 8.1C.

The •NADH+ radical acts primarily as a branching state and was
not directly resolved in the TRAST curves. Addition of oxidizing
or reducing agents could however shift the branching ratio from this
state and increase or decrease the overall photo-oxidation yield ac-
cordingly. This effect is illustrated using ascorbate in Figure 8.1B,
causing an increase in the rate of •NADH+ → 0NADH reduction.
NADH also responded to buffer strength as well as additions of OH−
and H2O2, although to a somewhat lesser extent due to the already
fast deprotonation from •NADH+.

TRAST-based linear unmixing

As discussed in Chapter 7, cellular autofluorescence is dominated by
a combination of NAD(P)H and flavin emission, to an extent where
we can typically ignore all other contributions. In Paper II we used
spectral filtering to isolate the NAD(P)H fluorescence from cells, at
the cost of about half the total NAD(P)H signal. Extraction of a pure
flavin signal is not possible in the same way, due to complete spectral
overlap with NAD(P)H emission. In Paper VI we instead used
reference measurements of pure NADH and flavin samples to perform
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Figure 8.1: TRAST curves from NADH (red, from Paper II) and FMN
(gray, from Paper I), together with their respective photophysical models.
(A) Power series with arrows indicating the direction of increasing excita-
tion irradiance. NADH measured at 355 nm excitation and 10−80 kW/cm2.
FMN measured at 488 nm excitation and 20 − 70 kW/cm2. (B) Ascor-
bate titration. Arrows indicating increasing ascorbate concentration. NADH
measured between 0-10 mM ascorbate (355 nm, 44 kW/cm2). FMN mea-
sured between 0-1 mM ascorbate, saturating already at 1 mM (488 nm,
52 kW/cm2). (C) TRAST model for NAD(P)H. Electron ejection to the
radical state is the main source of blinking as the triplet state is barely pop-
ulated. The blue extension was added for two-photon excitation. Diffusion-
mediated dark state recovery is approximated as an additional transition
rate (dashed orange arrow). (D) TRAST model for FAD and FMN. The
green extension describes intra-molecular stacking with adenine and applies
to FAD only.
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a linear unmixing of the two signals, here measured from the cytosolic
fraction of lysed cells. Such unmixing of TRAST curves is facilitated
by the fact that the NAD(P)H TRAST response is essentially flat
in the time region where flavins show their major triplet decay, see
Figure 8.1A.

Since NAD(P)H and flavins show opposite responses to their re-
dox environment, Figure 8.1B, the combined readout would provide a
more reliable redox sensor, less sensitive to variations in for instance
bleaching. If separation of the two fluorescence signals is proven
robust enough, perhaps improved by lifetime separation or simulta-
neous recording of multiple spectral channels, a combined TRAST
readout from NAD(P)H and flavin could provide a powerful label-
free cellular redox sensor.

8.2 Label-free TRAST in live cells

TRAST imaging, the extraction of photophysical rate parameters
with high spatial resolution, has been previously demonstrated for
resolving intracellular oxygen distributions [47], for oxygen sensing
during muscle cell contraction [187] and to distinguish cancer cells
undergoing different metabolic pathways through their oxygen con-
sumption [25]. These experiments relied on external fluorophore la-
beling, preferentially using dyes with high triplet yield. One goal
of this thesis has been to extend TRAST imaging towards label-free
applications, based on the autofluorescent signals described above.

In Paper II we used scanned TRAST, combined with two-photon
excitation, to image NAD(P)H photo-oxidation in live C2C12 cells,
see Figure 8.2A. We defined the dark state amplitude as the normal-
ized brightness difference between fast and slow scanning, ATRAST =
(Ffast−Fslow)/Ffast, such that it represents the overall photo-oxidation
build-up of NAD(P)H in the experiment. The observed ATRAST in
the nucleus was similar to that of NADH in solution under the same
experimental conditions. Surrounding the nucleus in Figure 8.2A,
were points of particularly low ATRAST (< 0.2). In these locations,
here referred to as "hotspots" but later suggested to be mitochondria,
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Figure 8.2: NAD(P)H dark state amplitudes, AT RAST , imaged in live
C2C12 myoblast cells. Acquired using two-photon excitation and scanned
TRAST. (A) Control cells in FluoroBrite DMEM imaging medium. (B)
Cells cultured in medium containing 5 µM of DNP. (C) Histogram showing
dark state amplitudes from pixels belonging to cytosolic regions of the cells
in A and B. (D) Corresponding histograms for pixels in the nucleus.

NAD(P)H was strongly protected from photo-oxidation. We also
cultured cells under identical conditions, but with 5 µM of the mito-
chondrial un-coupler dinitrophenol (DNP, see Section 7.3) added to
the medium during 4 days. The relatively low concentration of DNP
did not visibly slow down the growth rate of the cells, but was ex-
pected to increase the workload of the mitochondria as they struggle
to keep up with the less efficient energy production. TRAST imaging
of DNP treated cells revealed a strong effect on ATRAST , localized to
the previously identified hotspots, where NAD(P)H was now photo-
oxidized to a greater extent than in the nucleus, see Figure 8.2B. This
effect is also shown in the pixel histograms of Figures 8.2C and D,
revealing an increased photo-oxidation in the cytosolic regions due to
DNP, but no significant effect in the nucleus.
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Figure 8.3: Investigation of free and bound NAD(P)H using FLIM and
TRAST. (A) Local fraction of bound NAD(P)H, determined by FLIM
analysis of the image in Figure 8.2A. (B) Average dark state amplitude,
〈AT RAST 〉, as a function of the local fraction of protein-bound NAD(P)H.

TRAST combined with FLIM

The use of scanned TRAST for the cell measurements in Paper II,
meant that the same fluorescence dataset could also be used for life-
time analysis. With protein-bound NAD(P)H known to have a signif-
icantly longer lifetime than free NAD(P)H, Section 7.1, we could use
FLIM to estimate the fraction of bound NAD(P)H in each pixel, see
Figure 8.3A. The image shows clusters of pixels with higher fractions
of bound NAD(P)H, found to correlate with the TRAST "hotspots"
discussed in the previous section. By combining FLIM and TRAST
we calculated the average dark state amplitude, 〈ATRAST 〉, as a func-
tion of the local concentration of bound NAD(P)H in the cell. As
shown in Figure 8.3B, the strongest effect of DNP was seen in re-
gions of the cell characterized by a high fraction of bound NAD(P)H
("hotspots"), while almost no effect could be observed in regions with
mostly free NAD(P)H (predominantly the nucleus). On the other
hand, at no point was there any major difference in 〈ATRAST 〉 be-
tween the free and bound NAD(P)H fractions within the same pixel,
indicating that TRAST is indeed sensing local variations in photo-
oxidation yield within the cell and not simply a differences caused by
protein binding.
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Imaging modalities and acquisition times

Regardless of TRAST implementation, we found a laser illumination
time of between 1 and 10 ms per pixel to be suitable for autofluores-
cence imaging under normal excitation conditions. Widefield TRAST
(as used with labeled cells in Paper IV) allows TRAST curves to be
acquired simultaneously for each pixel in the image, resulting in a
total measurement time of ∼ 30 s (30 points per curve, till = 10 ms,
η = 0.01). This time can be shortened further if fewer data points
are required, as was done in Papers II and IV where the overall
TRAST amplitude, ATRAST , was determined from only two excita-
tion durations, wfast and wslow. As long as the relevant TRAST
model is known beforehand, ATRAST is sufficient to determine a sin-
gle unknown photophysical rate parameter. If multiple dark states
are studied simultaneously, such as simultaneous effects on both T
and R in flavins, a clever choice of a third (and possibly fourth, etc.)
pulse duration at intermediate times can provide the additional in-
formation needed. The total acquisition time for one TRAST image
can in this case be reduced to ∼ 1 s.

The limitations of widefield TRAST have so far been primarily
related to the properties of the excitation source. The available laser
power limits the useful field of view (in our case to ∼ 40x40 µm for
about 100 mW laser power), the non-uniform (Gaussian) illumination
complicates the analysis somewhat, and stable modulation over the
whole range of pulse durations requires additional components or
specialized lasers. All of these technical shortcomings can likely be
improved upon as an updated TRAST microscope is constructed.

As an alternative, scanned TRAST solves all of these issues, at
the cost of increased acquisition time. The even illumination over a
larger field of view is particularly useful to ensure a reliable TRAST
analysis where the additional step of characterizing the excitation
distribution is not required. We also gain the possibility to com-
bine TRAST with TCSPC, thereby accessing several complimentary
modalities such as lifetime imaging. Using a 1 ms illumination time
per pixel and only two effective pulse durations, a complete TRAST
image (as in Paper II) could be acquired in just over one minute.
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8.3 Photo-toxicity in TRAST

The potential photo-toxicity (see Section 7.5) from these TRAST
measurements is not easy to evaluate. Unlike regular fluorescence
imaging, TRAST inherently relies upon generating photo-induced
transient states in the sample, states which are known to also produce
harmful reactive oxygen species (ROS). The choice of how large dark
state amplitudes to induce is thus a trade-off between high dynamic
range of the TRAST readout an minimizing photo-toxicity. In some
sense we are then probing the cells ability to respond to oxidative-
stress within the time frame of the measurement. In the NAD(P)H
photo-oxidation images of Figure 8.2, we directly quantify to what
extent we are able to perturb the NAD(P)H oxidation state, in each
part of the cell, using a ∼ 1 ms laser dwell time. Any variations
detected in photo-oxidation rates are then interpreted as differences
in the state or health of the original, unperturbed, cell.

Another aspect is long term cell survival after the measurement
is completed. For all studies presented in this thesis, a measurement
takes only about a minute, after which the cells are then discarded.
The question of long term cell viability could however be of great
interest both for long-term studies using repeated TRAST measure-
ments, and for future diagnostic applications in vivo. From this point
of view, the TRAST imaging demonstrated here offers several poten-
tial advantages. The use of label free techniques minimizes the total
generation of ROS. Two-photon excitation improves cell viability by
confining the excitation volume and reducing collateral damage to
molecules out of focus. The low duty cycle has also been demon-
strated to have a significant positive effect on bleaching rates [184,
185], as excitation durations which do not generate any decay in the
TRAST curve likely also do not contribute to photo-toxicity to the
same extent.

The total light dose used for the two-photon excitation images in
Figure 8.2 was ∼ 10 kJ/cm2 (735 nm), just under the limit for long-
term damage suggested by [188]. However, only half of this light was
delivered at excitation durations which lead to significant transient
state formation. Although no major reduction in illumination time
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is possible, due to the required pulse duration of ws ∼ 1 ms, the
excitation irradiance could be reduced further. In Paper II we pri-
oritized high contrast and as such there is room to reduce the laser
power further, especially if one is willing to trade spatial resolution
for improved photon statistics in each bin.



Chapter 9

Results: Interaction and
conformation sensing

9.1 Tryptophan measurements

Another potential application area of label-free TRAST is protein
studies using native amino acid autofluorescence. In Paper III we
began exploring these possibilities by characterizing tryptophan, the
primary source of protein fluorescence (see Section 7.1). TRASTmea-
surements of tryptophan in buffer solution, using 280 nm excitation of
varying irradiance, produced the TRAST curves in Figure 9.1B. We
also varied oxygen concentration and quencher additions to isolate
and identify each dark state, see Paper III for experimental details.
The combined set of TRAST curves could be well described by the
photophysical model in Figure 9.1A (upper). The model includes a
relatively minor triplet state (ΦT = 0.084), which was quenched by
oxygen at a diffusion limited rate. Similar to the case of NADH, we
also found a rate of photo-ionization directly from S1 to R1, in the
range of kox1 ≈ 5− 10 µs−1. The first photo-oxidized state, R1, can
then either return to S0, aided by reducing agents in the solution, or
oxidize further to a non-recovering dark state.

We also investigated the protonation dynamics of tryptophan, re-
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sponsible for the distinct pH dependence of the fluorescence lifetime
shown earlier in Figure 7.3. Indeed, raising the pH of the buffer
solution above 10 led to an increase in the overall triplet and photo-
ionization yields in the TRAST measurements. This is consistent
with a longer average S1 lifetime, but the proton exchange in these
measurements was too fast to be resolved directly. By reducing the
buffer strength, the proton exchange was slowed down to timescales
observable in our TRAST measurements and we could then record
the pH dependence seen in Figure 9.1C. These TRAST curves show
a prominent negative relaxation for low pH, representing an increase
in sample brightness for excitation durations of ∼ 10 µs. This ob-
servation is compatible with a photoacidic effect (see Section 6.6),
leading to an excitation induced deprotonation from H2Trp to HTrp
and therefore an overall increase in fluorescence quantum yield, see
the model in Figure 9.1A (lower). Global fitting of these TRAST
curves allowed us to estimate the ground state pKa and its excited
state counterpart, pKa*.

Protein conformation studies

Having demonstrated the high environmental sensitivity of trypto-
phan blinking kinetics, we also investigated to what extent this read-
out can be used for protein conformational studies. For this purpose,
TRAST experiments were performed on the N-terminal domain (NT)
(∼ 130 residues) of the major ampulate spidroin, an extensively char-
acterized spider silk protein [161]. The rapid formation of silk fibers
through polymerization of this normally water soluble protein is fa-
cilitated by a pH induced conformational change in the NT. At pH 7
the NT is highly monomeric and confers water solubility, but rapid
dimerization is known to occur upon lowering of the pH to 6.

The NT domain also contains a single tryptophan residue, which
in the water-soluble (pH 7) conformation is buried deep inside the hy-
drophobic core of the protein. The conformational changes leading to
dimerization at lower pH, include exposing the tryptophan residue to
the solvent [189]. Figure 9.1D shows TRAST curves from tryptophan
autofluorescence in the NT domain, as a function of pH. Applying the
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model of Figure 9.1A allowed global fitting of most rates, with only kT
and kox2 varying between curves. The fitted values of kT are shown
in the inset of Figure 9.1D, having a sharp transition at the expected
pH for NT dimerization. The kT rate for the solvent exposed case
(pH < 6) is consistent with the previous measurements in solution.
As tryptophan is shielded inside the protein in its monomeric form,
the kT rate is also lower, likely reflecting the lower accessibility for
triplet quenching by molecular oxygen. Control measurements of free
tryptophan confirmed that the observed change in the TRAST curves
was not simply due to a direct pH effect, but that label-free TRAST
measurements can indeed resolve protein conformational changes.

The case demonstrated above is ideal in the sense that the NT
domain contains only a single tryptophan residue. This simplifies
the interpretation of the TRAST signal as compared to a case where
multiple tryptophan residues might each experience different environ-
mental effects upon conformational change. Nevertheless it should
still be possible to qualitatively separate different conformation or
binding states of a protein, as long as it contains a limited number of
tryptophan residues. The relatively low overall abundance of trypto-
phan in proteins, combined with its often key role at specific binding
sites, therefore makes it a promising target for label-free protein stud-
ies using TRAST.
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Figure 9.1: Summary of TRAST measurements on tryptophan, see Pa-
per III for experimental details. (A) Electronic state (upper) and protona-
tion (lower) model. (B) TRAST curves of tryptophan with mean excitation
irradiance varied from 4.8 to 65 kW/cm2. Arrow indicates direction of in-
creasing irradiance. (C) TRAST curves of tryptophan in water solution,
with pH varied from 1.9 to 12.4. Arrow indicates direction of increasing pH.
(D) TRAST curves recorded from spider silk protein (N-terminal domain of
the major ampulate spidroin), containing a single tryptophan residue buried
in its core. As the pH is lowered from 7 to 6, conformational changes in the
protein exposes the tryptophan to the solution and changes its blinking prop-
erties. Arrow indicates direction of increasing pH. Inset: Fitted kT rates as
a function of pH.
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9.2 Membrane diffusion and interactions

Another interesting sensing application of TRAST is to monitor col-
lisional interactions in cell membranes. In Paper IV we quanti-
fied the encounter frequencies between lipids labeled with the fluo-
rophore NBD and other lipids tagged with triplet state quenchers,
see Figure 9.2B. This approach has been demonstrated previously
in [190], using FCS measurements on labeled vesicles. By utilizing
the sensitivity of the long-lived triplet state, we were able to monitor
low-frequency encounters (∼ 40 ms−1) occurring with the quencher
tagged to a membrane protein (NK1 GPCR, ∼ 3000 µm−2). Us-
ing TRAST imaging we could then produce sub-cellular mappings of
these interaction rates.

We began by establishing a simple photophysical model for NBD
in lipid bilayers, including the triplet state of interest for this study,
T , but also one oxidized state R. TRAST measurements revealed
a strong triplet quenching by the two spin-labels 16-DOXYL and
TEMPO, linearly dependent on their concentration (Figure 6.5). As
expected, we also observed a diffusion limited competitive quenching
by molecular oxygen (Figure 6.4B), see Paper IV for further details.

Next, we performed widefield TRASTmeasurements on live C2C12
myoblast cells, having NBD-PE12 probes inserted in their mem-
branes. While the regular fluorescence intensity images in Figure 9.2C
do not reveal any obvious effect of quencher addition, our TRAST
analysis clearly does. Using images acquired with a range of different
excitation pulse durations, we calculated an average TRAST curve
for each cell, see Figure 9.2A, revealing a reduction of triplet popu-
lation upon quencher addition. Fitting of these TRAST curves for
multiple images, gave average triplet relaxation rates of k̄T (control) =
0.080 µs−1 and k̄T (DOXYL) = 0.012 µs−1.

The triplet population under air-saturated conditions was only a
few percent, due to strong oxygen quenching, leaving little dynamic
range for further quenching by 16-DOXYL or TEMPO. Most experi-
ments presented in Paper IV were thus performed at reduced oxygen
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Figure 9.2: TRAST measurements of NBD-PE12 in the membranes of
live C2C12 myoblast cells. For this demonstration, deoxygenated conditions
were used. (A) TRAST curves calculated as whole-cell averages based on
the images in C. The 16-DOXYL concentration was estimated to 1 % molar
fraction. (B) Illustration of NBD and quenchers diffusing and interacting
in a lipid bilayer. The quencher in this illustration is attached to a lipid,
as is the case for TEMPO-PC. (C) Typical fluorescence intensity images,
acquired using 1 µs excitation pulses. (D) Calculated kT mappings, corre-
sponding to the cells in C.
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concentration (0 − 2 %). We did however observe similar quenching
effects also in air, only with larger relative errors in kT .

Imaging membrane interactions

Instead of creating TRAST curves by binning together all pixels of
a cell, a similar analysis can be applied to each individual pixel sep-
arately. Figure 9.2D shows such rate-images of the fitted kT , rep-
resenting the local triplet relaxation rates. Addition of 16-DOXYL
again shows a similar increase in kT as for the whole cell averages
above. To speed up the generation of these TRAST images, we used
the technique of pre-computed conversion mappings, as described in
Section 5.4.

Having demonstrated TRAST imaging of lipid interaction rates in
live cells, we proceeded to apply the same technique to GPCR/lipid
interactions. We used the same NBD-PE12 fluorescence probe, but
replaced the quencher with CoA-TEMPO, covalently attached to the
receptor of interest (NK1), see illustration in Figure 9.3A. Figure 9.3C
shows a TRAST image of the kT quenching rate in cells with TEMPO
attached to the NK1 receptor. There appear to be some inhomo-
geneities within cells, with certain spots of higher receptor/lipid in-
teraction frequencies.

Activation of the receptor, by addition of 0.5 nM of Substance
P (SP), leads to an overall reduction of this interaction rate, as
shown in Figure 9.3D. The distribution of kT rates within these im-
ages are also shown as pixel histograms in figure 9.3B. The reduction
seen in kT corresponds to zero quenching by TEMPO (see control
measurements in Paper IV), indicating that NK1 is efficiently par-
titioned or removed from the membrane to an extent where it is
no longer encountered by NBD-PE12. A suggested mechanism is
clathrin-mediated endocytosis of activated receptors, as illustrated
in Figure 9.3A (lower) and discussed further in Section 7.2.
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Figure 9.3: GPCR/lipid interaction in the membranes of live C2C12 my-
oblast cells. The receptor is NK1 and has been covalently tagged with CoA-
TEMPO. Atmospheric oxygen is set to 2 %. (A) Illustration of GPCR-lipid
interaction assay. Upon activation of NK1 with Substance P (SP), the re-
ceptor is actively moved to clathrin pits, before being internalized through
endocytosis. (B) Histogram showing fitted kT rates before and after recep-
tor activation. (C) TRAST image showing kT rate in control cells. (D)
TRAST image showing kT rates in cells activated by SP.
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9.3 Tracking G-quadruplex formation in RNA

InPaper V we used TRAST to monitor the formation of G-quadruplexes
(see Section 7.4) in RNAs with multiple GGGGCC repetitions. For
this purpose we prepared RNA consisting four such repeats (G4),
tagged at its 5’-end with Alexa 647 (AF647) as indicated below

(5′) AF647−GGGGCC−GGGGCC−GGGGCC−GGGGCC (3′)

This G4-RNA is expected to form a stable G-quadruplex fold upon
addition of K+ ions to the solution. AF647 is a cyanine-derived dye
and has similar photo-isomerization properties as Cy5, see Section
6.4. The readout strategy was based on the idea that the AF647
isomerization properties would change as the G4-RNA enters a more
restrictive folded conformation, illustrated in Figure 9.4A. We also
prepared similar AF647-tagged RNA sequences of other lengths (G2
and G8) and with AAAATT repeats (A2, A4, A8). The G2-RNA
is too short to form a stable four-stranded structure and was not
expected to fold. The corresponding A-RNAs all lack guanines and
acted as negative, non-folding, controls.

TRAST measurements in buffer solution revealed that AF647
tagged to unfolded RNAs displayed similar isomerization properties
to those of the free dye alone, with only a slight increase in isomer-
ization time (τiso). Addition of 100 mM KCl to the solution induced
folding of the G4 RNA and reduced its TRAST amplitude (ATRAST )
while simultaneously increasing τiso, see Figure 9.4B. As expected,
no such effect was observed in A4-RNA upon addition of KCl. We
then applied a basic isomerization model, with τiso and ATRAST as
the only free parameters. The resulting values for ATRAST are shown
for all RNA-samples in Figure 9.4D, revealing that only G4 and G8
are significantly affected by K+ additions. A suggested explanation
for the much smaller effect seen for G8 was the multiple ways a G-
quadruplex can be formed in this longer sequence, all of which are
not involving the 5’-end where AF647 is tagged.
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Figure 9.4: Summary of results from the RNA folding measurements in
Paper V. (A) Conceptual model showing G4-RNA folding upon addition of
K+, restricting the isomerization of the tagged AF647. (B) TRAST curves
from solution measurements. A reduction in isomerization is seen for G4
upon addition of K+. No such effect was seen for the negative control A4.
(C) Confocal images of HeLa cells injected with A4 and G4 RNA (magenta,
lower). Nuclear staining using Nuclear Green LCS1 (green, upper) reveals
G4 aggregates more in the nucleus than A4. (D) Fitted TRAST amplitudes,
AT RAST , for control solution measurements (gray), solution measurements
with 100 mM K+ (black), and from the mobile fraction of RNA in cells
(red).
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Ground state cis/trans distributions

In Paper V we also present FCS measurements on the same solution
samples. Overall we observed similar isomerization properties for
AF647, but with consistently larger amplitudes for all RNAs, AFCS >
ATRAST . This difference could be explained by a ground state cis-
population, A0, present already in the thermal equilibrium and before
the onset of excitation, see Section 6.4. Using the assumption that
the cis-isomer has relative brightness Q = 0, we then derived the
following expression for A0.

A0 = AFCS −ATRAST
1−ATRAST

(9.1)

As shown in Figure 6.7B, A0 remains fairly constant for the likely
case of Q < 0.1, with the assumption of Q = 0 constituting a lower
bound for this estimation.

The analysis revealed a population of about 15 % cis-isomers for
free AF647 in solution, before the onset of excitation. When G-
quadruplex folding was induced in G4 RNA, the cis-isomer became
less energetically favored also in the ground state, reducing its ther-
mal population by about 6 percentage points. It should be noted
however, that other factors can influence this estimation of A0. In
particular, the two sets of measurements were performed using dif-
ferent excitation lasers (647 nm for FCS, 638 nm for TRAST) and
a relative difference in σN/σP could be another factor contributing
to the high values of A0. The absolute ground state cis-population
can therefore be taken as an upper limit of the estimation, while the
relative reduction in A0 upon G-quadruplex formation is still valid.

G-quadruplex detection in cells

Next, we inserted these RNA samples into live HeLa cells, where the
high K+ concentration is expected to induce spontaneous folding in
G4 and G8. The intracellular localization of the RNA was imaged, re-
vealing a larger tendency for G-RNAs to accumulate in the nucleus,
see Figure 9.4C. There was also a slight tendency for longer RNA
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strands to accumulate to a higher degree than their shorter coun-
terparts. Measuring the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP), we quantified mobile and bound fractions of RNA in the
cells, confirming the higher degree of intracellular binding for in par-
ticular G4 and G8 (see Paper V).

To quantify the isomerization blinking of AF647 in cells we then
performed widefield TRAST measurements, utilizing the signal from
the entire cells to produce reliable averages. The resulting TRAST
curves were fitted using the same model as in the solution measure-
ments. Both free fluorophore and A-RNA showed values of ATRAST
comparable to those recorded earlier in solution, demonstrating that
the isomerization of unrestricted AF647 is not affected by the cell
environment to a significant degree. However, ATRAST for G4 did
not show the same reduction as previously observed in solution, but
instead reported an intermediate value about half way between the
folded and un-folded solution measurements (see Paper V). We then
suggested a model where intracellularly bound RNA is prevented from
folding into a G-quadruplex and instead reports isomerization ampli-
tudes similar to those seen from RNA in control solution without
K+. The TRAST signal from a cell would then be a mix of folded
and un-folded RNAs. Using the FRAP mobility data we separated
these two fractions and calculated ATRAST for the un-bound RNA
only, Afree. These values corresponded much better to the solution
measurements, as seen in Figure 9.4D (red bars).

Overall, we found that ATRAST (and Aiso) showed higher selec-
tivity for RNA G-quadruplex folding as compared to τiso. ATRAST
reflects the isomerization equilibrium and is thus tied to the poten-
tial energy difference between the cis and trans states. Under our
experimental conditions, this balance was strongly affected by the
steric hindrance introduced by G-quadruplex formation, but not so
by non-specific intracellular binding. τiso on the other hand reflects
the speed at which these isomerizations take place, is directly viscos-
ity dependent, and was observed to correlate with both intracellu-
lar binding and G-quadruplex formation. This differential effect on
τiso and ATRAST could potentially be used to distinguish folded and
bound fractions of RNA, removing the need for a FRAP reference.



Conclusion and Outlook

Monitoring of fluorophore transient states offers a powerful and sen-
sitive approach, which increases the information obtained in fluo-
rescence spectroscopy and imaging. Yet, these states remain an un-
derutilized resource in many biological applications, partly due to the
difficulty in quantifying them without introducing further experimen-
tal restrictions. This thesis is focused on the continued development
of TRAST monitoring, with the goal to make transient state dynam-
ics broadly accessible, as a compliment to existing fluorescence tech-
niques, while requiring little or no modification of the experimental
setups.

An overarching theme for my work has been the idea of label-free
TRAST based on autofluorescence readouts. The main advantage is
that working directly with the state transitions of key co-enzymes
brings the TRAST readout closer to the metabolic processes of the
cell. The lack of fluorophore labeling also simplifies sample prepara-
tion and reduces the risk of perturbing the system. With this is mind
we have refined and simplified the TRAST analysis to allow samples
of lower brightness and with more complex photophysical behavior
to be studied. We have then successfully characterized the most im-
portant sources of cellular autofluorescence and developed transient
state models suitable for studying their redox kinetics with TRAST.
Through the introduction of two-photon excitation in the near IR, we
have also brought TRAST closer to the goal of non-invasive, label-
free metabolic imaging. Still, much exciting work remains in devel-
oping applications and diagnostic tools. Further work into unmix-
ing of TRAST signals, allowing simultaneous readout of flavin and
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NAD(P)H signals would be most interesting and constitute another
step towards utilizing the entire autofluorescence readout from cells.

Another sensing possibility with TRAST is conformational changes
in biomolecules. Here we have demonstrated label-free protein mea-
surements using tryptophan autofluorescence. For measurements in
live cells we instead used added fluorophore labels to track the folding
of specific RNA. The prospect of generalizing this readout to repre-
sent other aspects of protein binding and conformational changes in
cellular and molecular studies are many and interesting. In particu-
lar, the use of isomerization amplitudes and relaxation times as two
separate readouts, representing different facets of molecular interac-
tions, warrants further investigation.

Fluorophore-based sensing applications enable more specific tar-
geting in the cell and was utilized in this thesis for diffusion studies
within cell membranes. The ability of TRAST to detect low fre-
quency events allowed us to monitor lipid-receptor interactions and
to resolve effects of GPCR activation. Further development of this
technique, in particular towards raising its tolerance for atmospheric
oxygen, could make it a valuable and general tool for studying mem-
brane processes, including GPCR-ligand interactions.

Finally, although the concept is still in early development, we also
present the first attempts at measuring TRAST directly in a flow
channel (section 4.3). The ability to process more cells, orders of
magnitude more than were manually imaged throughout all papers
included with this thesis, would open the door for new screening
applications, especially if combined with the autofluorescence read-
out. The possibility of performing continuous titration experiments
through injection of ligands or quenchers into the flow system, is also
worth exploring further.
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